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The Reflection of Fairfield

Marijuana
Write-Ups Spike
BY LOAN LE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Photo Illustration By Daniel Leltao

Prescribed Cheating:

>

BY LAURA O'REILLY

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

It's the day before the exam that counts for half of your
final grade, the hours are ticking away, and the cubicles in
DiMenna feel like your own personal prison cell. Instead of
focusing on the words in your textbook, all you hear is the
same Taylor Swift song blasting from the headphones of a
girl sitting across from you.
But there's hope. Jumping out of your seat, the solution
to all your worries awaits you at the bottom of the staircase.
No, it's not another cup of coffee from the Chef's Table, but
your friend who conveniently has attention deficit disorder
(commonly known as ADD) and a few spare pills to share
from the month.
With the pressures of finals week fast approaching, it is
no surprise to hear that many college students illegally turn
to prescription stimulants such as Adderall and Ritalin to
aid their studies.
As college students become more dependent on these
types of drugs, what does it mean for the future of academics? Should the illegal use of these drugs be considered a
form of cheating, calling for punishment by the University?
Wesleyan University has moved in this direction. Should
Fairfield?

The History of Adderall and Ritalin Abuse
The illegal use of these drugs on college campuses is
not a new occurrence. The Mirror has covered its growing
popularity on the Fairfield University campus for years.
A 2004 article explains the accessibility of the drug.
One student said "I take Adderall as often as I can get it, and
almost everyone I live with takes it for some purpose."
An article from the following year describes a student
that was legally prescribed Ritalin and considered it a "burden" because so many friends would ask to buy it from her.
She also said that she once had about 25 Ritalin pills stolen
from her.
In 2009, an article explained how Adderall was found
to not only be used by students on campus as a "study drug"
but also as a weight loss pill.
This is not just a problem centered at Fairfield. Nationwide, college newspapers are reporting the illegal use
of drugs like Adderall or Ritalin to aid studies. In the past
few years Boston College, Santa Clara University, University
of Delaware, Trinity College, and most recently Wesleyan
University are just a few of the schools whose newspapers
have featured stories on these "study drugs"

Usage on College Campuses
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According to a 2009 National Survey on Drug Use
and Health performed by an agency of the Department of
Health and Human Services, full-time college students aged
18 to 22 were twice as likely as their counterparts who were
not full-time college students to have used Adderall illegally
in the past year.
The study also found that college students who use Adderall illegally are three times as likely as those who do not
use the drug to have used marijuana in the past year and
eight times as likely to use cocaine in the past year.
According to a survey taken by 20 Fairfield University
students, 55 percent said that they have taken a prescription
drug like Adderall or Ritalin before. Out of these students,
47 percent take the drugs illegally, either by purchasing
them or getting them for free from a friend. 33 percent of the
students rely on the drug at least once or twice a week.
A freshman male said that the drug is very easy to get if
you know someone. He said "within the first week [of coming to Fairfield University] I knew kids who would sell them
to me. I have nothing against it.

The Ethical Debate
The growing demand on college campuses for these
"study drugs" has made many people wonder whether it
gives the illegal user an unfair advantage over the non-user.
According to The Middletown Press, Wesleyan University, located only about 50 miles away from Fairfield in
Middletown, Conn., has taken a stand to combat the illegal
use of these prescribed drugs. The administration has modified its student code of conduct because the use of the drug
may be enhancing the student's performance, therefore
violating the University's honor code that states that all work
must be completed "without improper assistance."
Wesleyan's student newspaper,
The Wesleyan Argus, reports that
many members of the student body
were curious about the
misuse of prescription
drugs in regard to
studying. The Dean
is quoted saying
that "most students
with whom I've
discussed the issue
feel that it is a
form of cheating."
A sophomore
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Pot, weed, grass—call it what you want, but marijuana
still remains as the world's most commonly used illicit drug.
The frequent arrests at Fairfield University regarding the usage or possession of marijuana raise concern on campus.
In the month of November alone, there was an alarmingly high number of incidents involving marijuana. The
Department of Public Safety shows that in the academic
year of 2008-2009, approximately 30 drug related incidents
had occurred, and 39 in the 2009-2010 year. Around 10 cases
involving marijuana have been documented in December
so far.
There are various ways in which the Department of
Public Safety comes across these incidents. The Residential
Assistant (RA) might call about suspicious odors or activities,
or things found during inspections. Officers or students can
come across any suspicious activity and notify the department.
Though Public Safety does not directly confiscate the
marijuana and/or drugs, they have a procedure that involves
notifying the Fairfield County Police of the drug related
incidents.
The problem of marijuana on the campus is not an isolated incident, as it also reflects the situation in other United
States college campuses.
According to the U.S. Department of Education, prevention professionals report concern because marijuana may
act as a 'gateway' drug, serving as an introduction to the
'drug scene' and additional types of drug use." In addition,
marijuana inhibits a person's attention, memory and learning.
Proposition 19, which called for the legalization of marijuana for anyone older than 21 years old, was overturned in
Congress in the beginning of
November. It also would have
MARIJUANA | PAGE 5

DPS Cracks
Down on Alcohol
BY GEORGIA LORB
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In 2006, there were 756 alcohol-related write-ups at
Fairfield University. In 2007,900. After a record high in
2008, we're down to 1076 in the 2009 academic year.
Fairfield isn't alone. A 2005 article in the New York
Times said that since the 1990's, alcohol arrests on campuses
have increased by startling percentages.
It's no doubt that students drink illegally at Fairfield.
Despite the hundreds of citations, the average dorm,
townhouse or apartment on campus has beer, vodka, or
some kind of alcohol (maybe even wine for the classiest of
students) in the fridge.
But the Times article suggests that increase in writeups such as Fairfield's might not be due to an increase in
consumption of alcohol. "As in past years," says the article,
"college law enforcement officials and administrators have
attributed the rise to aggressive enforcement policies rather
than to more use of drugs and alcohol."
The Jeanne Cleary Crime Report for Fairfield University cites that in the academic year 2009, an astonishing 95
percent of the disciplinary referrals on campus were alcohol
related. A Dean of Students, Kim Nikolenko, confirms this.
"A majority of the students we see have documentations
related to alcohol."
That is to say it's hardly that more students are drinking.
It's just that more are getting Caught.
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tached with their company.
A third student was already employed;
however, the student decided to talk about
the employer on Facebook. When the company found out, it fired the student on the
spot.
"You know [what your potential boss
will think] if there is a picture of you doing
a keg stand," she said. But harming your
job-hunting prospects is only one of the
negatives associated with heavy Facebook
use, according to Fairfield experts and for- •
mal academic studies. Here is a rundown on
recent studies:
NECESSARY?

Photos (1,000)
Friends (574)
Birthday: 1942

BY ELIZABETH KOOBF.K
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

You have heard it over and over. Protect
your Facebook information. Don't let an
employer see anything that can hurt you.
Edit those pictures. Change your personal
e-mail address if it refers to "hot pants" or
"the bod."
For Cathleen Borgman, director of the
Fairfield University Career Planning Center,
it's no longer just theoretical advice. In an
interview with The Mirror, she lists real-life
examples involving Fairfield students:
One Fairfield student landed an
internship and decided to share this news
on Facebook. The company found out and
rescinded the offer because the student had
posted this on Facebook.
Another company found controversial
information on a potential employee's page.
This caused them not to extend an offer
because they didn't want a controversy at-

College Academics
"I have been in the library since 6 p.m.
It is now 8:30 and I have probably spent over
an hour on Facebook," said Nicole Battaglia'13. She is far from alone on this issue;
an informal survey of 10 Fairfield students
found nine that admitted they are absolutely
distracted by the social network Facebook
offers.
The American Educational Research
Association surveyed 219 undergraduate
and graduate students and found that GPAs
of Facebook users usually ranged a full point
lower than non-users, 3.0-3.5 for users opposed to 3.5-4.0 of non-users. This information came from the headline on an April 14,
2009 Time Magazine study: "What Facebook
Users Share: Lower Grades."
"The majority of students who use
Facebook every day are underachieving by
as much as an entire grade compared with
those who shun the site," said Jonathan
Leake and Georgia Warren in an article from
The Sunday Times.
Dr. Michael Serazio, a communications
professor at Fairfield University, draws a

different conclusion. "No, if students are
screwing around on Facebook now, then
they were screwing around before," he said.
An article published in May 2009, The
University Wire agreed with Leake and Warren. It argued that those who have Facebook
accounts are more inclined to be distracted,
which is the reason that their GPAs are
lower.
'Generation of Narcissism'
Serazio believes that while Facebook
does not cause lower GPAs, it serves as a
distraction to help students procrastinate. "I
have to believe there were other distractions
before Facebook and there will be after, hell
I'm addicted to Facebook myself!" he said.
"Facebook makes everyone a celebrity," Serazio said. He thinks that Facebook
doesn't necessarily lower grades, but has
instead created a generation of narcissism
through constant updates on every average
Jane/Joe's life..
"At a college level, students .are paying
to be here. If they want to goof off then I
can't stop them," said Serazio.
Tool for FU Admissions
Facebook has come into the world of
college admissions as well. Students now
must watch what they post and have linked
to their name while applying to college.
Matthew Dempsey, Assistant Director
of Admissions, explained how Facebook is
now used by Fairfield Admissions, but not
necessarily in a negative fashion. The office
uses Facebook as a way to inform and talk to
potential incoming students.
"I use it for the positive aspects, not the
negative ones," he said. "If a student has a
'red flag' next to their name it will show, I
don't need to search them on Facebook," he

added.
Although there are 10 different admissions counselors, Dempsey said he thinks
using Facebook to search students is a waste
of time; however, he does not know if any of
his colleagues have ever done otherwise.
The Wall Street Journal cited a study
conducted in Sept. 2008 through the Center
for Marketing Research at the University of
Massachusetts at Dartmouth about college admissions and Facebook. This study
showed that 21% of colleges used socialnetworking sites for recruiting and gathering
information.
Colleges are more inclined to search
students that have "red flags" attached to
their name because the school itself does
not want delinquent behavior linked to its
name.
This also holds true when students are
on the cusp of admission. If the student
is searched and a flaw is found, then the
school may not send them an offer.
Conclusion
Facebook has continuously proven to
be a distraction as well as a downfall for
many college students. From GPAs to jobs
and internships as well as college admissions, Facebook can easily hurt a student.
"I get sidetracked and I end up spending all night doing homework. Then it turns
into a repeat the next day. I get zero sleep as
a Facebook addict," said Steph Reed '13.
Facebook and social networks have
proven just as harmful to society as they are
entertaining. Just as Cathleen Borgman said,
"this technology that is so helpful also can
be the thing which shoots you down."

Alum Says Ciao: Position Open in Florence, Italy
GE Oil & Gas in Florence.
"The benefits of working overseas are too numerous to
count. Beyond the benefits associated with learning about
Many say that studying abroad is a one in a lifetime .
a foreign culture, a foreign language, and a foreign business
experience. After studying abroad in Florence in 2007, Fairenvironment, working overseas open numerous doors to
field alumna Brooke Lonegan '09 knew she wanted to spend
future career opportunities, said Martinez.
more time in Italy.
"Having someone who has been through the study
She began by speaking to everyone possible to make
abroad experience that is also young enough to be able to
this want a reality, and was chosen to take a job as a Program
relate to, made my transition from studying at Fairfield to
Assistant at the Fairfield University Florence, Italy office, just
Florence easier," said Maxine Townsend '11.
ten days after graduating from Fairfield University.
Lonegan's enthusiasm and passion about living in Italy
"I really enjoyed the opportunity to be in a leadership
is extremely inspiring. "Brooke was extremely friendly and
position and really see that what I was doing was benefitting
approachable, and always kept the students informed with
the students or making someone's experience better," said
all the events they could attend," said Rob Hueber '11.
Lonegan. "I also loved waking up to the Duomo everyday,
"Italians are in the business of pleasure, and take pleaspeaking Italian, running along the Arno, and eating the
sure in the littlest things in life...They're so much calmer and
phenomenal Tuscan food., the simple joys!!"
Contributed Photo that mentality is contagious," said Lonegan. "Their respect
After being a program assistant for the past 14 months,
for culture and history is also phenomenal. Being surroundThe 2009 Fall Semester Florence Study Abroad Program
Lonegan's time in Florence has come to and end, and she
ed by buildings dating back to the 1100s, living in 4-600 year
onto her next project, pursuing a Master of Arts in Manageold palazzi as our students often do really gives you an idea
ment and Leadership at Webster University in London.
about and got to know each of the students," Lonegan comof just how young our country is."
This means that Fairfield University is currently seeking
pleted tasks such as informing students of upcoming events,
For the program assistant, fluency in Italian is prean alumnus of the Fairfield Florence study abroad program
responding to any housing issues, organizing event details,
ferred. Excellent communication and interpersonal skills
to fill Lonegan's position.
organizing for orientation, and fielding emergency phone
are essential, as well as the ability to work with a diverse
Alejandro Martinez, Assistant Director of International
calls and hospital visits when necessary.
population, and an appreciation and respect for foreign
Programs at Fairfield University said that the office is looking
Lonegan's favorite part of the Italian culture was the
cultures," said Martinez.
for candidates who are "open-minded and portray strong
food. "There is nothing else like it in the world. I made it my
If you are interested in this opportunity, please immedileadership qualities." Martinez added that "Candidates are
personal mission to test out as many restaurants as possible
ately contact Sharon Wilcox at srwilcox@fairfield.edu.
expected to be flexible with their schedules as they will be
in Florence," said Lonegan. "One of our students even got
If you do choose to pursue this job opportunity, Loneliving in student housing and dealing with problems around
a sandwich named after him at Salumeria Verdi, a favorite
gan suggests: "Make the most of it...The year goes by so
the clock." As always when working with residents, a great
sandwich shop (Brendan Egan, '11- sandwich,"The Beegs")."
quickly and as long as you take a bit of time to stay in touch
deal of patience is expected said Martinez.
What many may not know about this position is it a
at home, nothing changes in a year...Try new things, speak to
There was always something new to do as the program
combined curriculum of work and study during which the
everyone you can in Italian and make contacts and friends
assistant, which made the day-to-day really fun and dycandidate is enrolled at Fairfield University as a graduate
everywhere you go. Learn names right away. Reach out to
namic, according to Lonegan.
student, pursing a Certificate in Professional Studies. Lonethe students and be aware of those who might be struggling.
Working alongside the program Director, Joanne Madgan was able to continue her education in Italian language
Travel in Italy, cook, eat... and let me know how it goes!"
dux, whom Lonegan states is "a director who truly cared
and other disciplines, and had the opportunity to intern at
BY JAM; LIE CECCO

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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WVOF Strives To Make Campus Airwaves
BY JAMIE GALLERANI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

For one hour each week, John Turini '13, does something that he really enjoys: he hosts a radio show on Fairfield's WVOF web station. He has a lot of fun as a DJ for the
station, and says that due to WVOF's increased popularity,
the studio is packed this. year.
• However, Turini also admits that he has never had
someone call in while he was on the air, and he thinks that
the only people who actually tune in to his show are his
parents and a couple of his friends.
"I don't think it's that widely listened to by students.
Just, I feel that like, radio itself is almost outdated," Turini
said. "No one has a radio. Everybody has their iPods or computers." IPod playlists. ITunes. Pandora. WVOF? In an age
where technology makes it so easy for college students to get
new music fast, many others also see the irrelevance of small
student-run radio stations such as Fairfield's WVOF. Thomas
Bellingrath '13, understands this concern.
"I only listen to the radio when I'm in the car... and
most of the time when I'm in the car too it's still even just
relying on my iPod or CDs or stuff like that. So I think that
there's definitely kind of an irrelevance to radio on campus,"
Bellingrath said.
College Radio: Is It Relevant?
Others students at colleges and universities across the
country agree, sharing opinions that reflect a similar reality
for the present and future of college radio listenership. According to an article written at Stanford University in 2005,
where "student listenership is lower than ideal," the general
feeling is that music on the radio is being pushed aside by
digital music.
Not only that, but according to an article in the New
York Times, college radio has become an "analog remnant in
a digital world," and young people are listening to the radio
less and less.
However, Dave Grazynsky, the general manager of
Fairfield's student-run station, has a much different outlook on the relevance of radio on campus. He feels that the
experimental aspect of college radio is one of the things that
keeps it relevant, adding that it's a good place to listen to
new bands that you might not hear elsewhere, as well as a
good way to get away from what he calls the "internet hype
machine."
"... I don't think that college radio or public radio will
ever be irrelevant at all... it's a free-form thing where you
could really experiment with the type of music you play and
breaking new bands, and I think that students will always
sort of gravitate towards that," Grazynsky says.
Matt Dinnan, the senior associate dean of students and
director of university activities, echoes that sentiment. He
feels that the radio station is still very pertinent because it
offers something different, and as a media or operational

Ihe iPod App
Although some student opinions at Fairfield and other colleges may reflect a bleak
reality for college radio, its popularity and
relevance on campuses in a technological age,
Grazynsky feels that technological advances
do not detract from radio. He feels, rather,
that the advances enhance radio's accessibility due to the fact that nobody really needs to
be tethered to a radio, or even a computer, to
listen to music on the radio anymore.
Grazynsky helped sync WVOF with
the evolving technology this past summer
when his dream of having a mobile arm of
WVOF became a reality. After working with
a company in Michigan to develop a WVOF
iPhone application, which was launched on
the day of this year's activity fair in early
September, Grazynsky had seen almost 400
downloads of the app by Oct. 31. Not only
that, but 45 of those downloads have been
international.
For Grazynsky,-finding new ways for
people to listen to the university radio station
by pushing the envelope of technology is one
of the avenues to increased listenership. That
includes live streaming of WVOF broadcasts
on the web at wvof.org in addition to on the
FM.station.

Mirror File Photo

outlet, it's something unique.

The WVOF Office is located next to The Manor office in the Lower BCC

How WVOF Promotes Itself
Although WVOF may provide something different,
station manager, Kevin Tellie '12, admits that listenership
at Fairfield is still pretty weak. However, he says that the
station has been doing many things in terms of promotion
as it strives to achieve what Tellie says is one of his personal
goals: improving student listenership on campus.
In addition to the recent creation of a WVOF iPhone
application, the station has a Facebook and a Myspace page,
as well as 160 followers on Twitter. Quite frequently there are
concert ticket giveaways'to go see live bands, flyers are hung,
and WVOF members participate in dorm-storms to promote
the station.
WVOF also broadcasts many of the Fairfield sporting
events, including basketball, soccer, lacrosse, and baseball
games. This provide DJs with a way to learn about sports
broadcasting, as well as an incentive for students who like
sports to tune into the station.
Most recently, WVOF provided a fan bus to attend the
basketball game versus Sacred Heart at Mohegan Sun. The
first 40 students who 'liked' and commented on WVOF's
Facebook fan page got a free seat. Those same people also
got admittance to a free pre-game pizza party hosted by
the station, received free WVOF paraphernalia, and were
entered into a raffle to win a WVOF gift pack, which included
an iPod Touch.
WVOF Promotion: Is It Working?
Although WVOF markets itself like this, some students
still feel like it's not enough. Molly Barone '13, attributes the
lack of student listenership to a lack of promotion.
"There's not a lot of awareness about the radio shows,...
who's on it or what they're talking about. There's no incentive to listen, you know? I don't even know what kind of
music they play," she said.
Many students agree that it is important for the radio
station to continue to find new ways to peak student interest.
According to some, it is especially important to advertise
the fact that students who want to can have their own show,
either on the web or on the FM station, and they don't even
need any prior experience to join.
"I think it's still attracting people who want to have their
own shows," said Shaylin Perez '13. "I know people who have
wanted to have their own talk shows because they hear that
it's easy to get or that it will be cool, and they can play the
music that they want, like the stuff that they don't usually
hear on that radio station ... People get excited when they
can start their own things and talk about their own subjects,"
she said.
Speaking from the experience of having a radio show
last semester with his roommate, Bellingrath mirrored that
belief, adding that more involvement in WVOF could lead to
increased student listenership. "I think that when peoples'
friends get radio shows, their friends are definitely loyal
listeners," he said.
Along with many students at Fairfield, Grazynsky also
sees the importance of student involvement in WVOF, which
he, as well as Dinnan, says is extremely high this year compared to past years. He feels that the DJ is really in control
of who their target audience is, so listenership is all up to
students individually.
However, for some students at Fairfield, it's not so much

the accessibility to music on the radio, or even how the radio
station is promoted. Rather, it's their ability to choose and
control what they're listening to. For many, including Bellingrath, music stored on phones, downloaded from iTunes,
or on iPod playlists is the most convenient music to listen to.
"I think when you listen to your iPod or you listen to a
CD you know what you're gonna get. With WVOF, you know,
it could be a radio show that I'm sure is great music, but just
music that you're not really feeling on a Saturday night or
something like that."

Ihe History of
WVOF

WVOF, Fairfield's radio station has been a
student-run club since its inception in 1970, has
broadcasting distributed among students, community members, and WNPR, and it broadcasts
24 hours a day. However, are Fairfield students
listening?
For the majority asked, the answer is no. Out
of 35 students polled, 23 had never listened to
the radio station, and 23 did not even know what
FM channel the station was broadcasted on.
Not only that, but many students mentioned
that they do not know what type of music the
station, 88.5 FM, airs. Along with talk shows,
sports broadcasting, and "Weekend Dance Party,"
which airs on Fridays and Saturday from 10 p.m.
to 12 p.m., the station also broadcasts a unique
array of specific music, including "Gospel Alive,"
"Irish Melodies," "Celtic Crossroads," and "Jazz
Attitude."
In addition, Fairfield's station also picked up
WNPR broadcasting about 2 years ago. At that
time, some WVOF members initially reacted
with anger to the merge, saying a The Mirror
article that WNPR programming on Fairfield's
student-run station would detract from the student voice. However, Grazynsky feels the change
has had a positive impact on the station.
"1 think that... having National Public Radio
programming really just elevates the station to
like, a really super professional level... we have
student shows that follow NPR ... I just think
that in general, people are more attracted to the
radio station now," he said.
Not only has WNPR programming elevated
WVOF to a new level, but according to Grazynsky, it also helps Fairfield's student-run station,
which he says is "like a weird onion," achieve
some of its goals. In addition to broadcasting music, sports, and talk radio, he notes that
WVOF fulfills other purposes as well, including
serving as an educational, marketing, and news
dissemination outlet, as well as a way to serve the
local public.
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Campus Crime Beat
Wednesday December 1st, 2010
1:50 p.m. Construction workers
reported materials stolen from site
on 51 Mclnnes Road. Under
investigation

Saturday December 4th, 2010
1:37 a.m. Side mirrors of several
vehicles at the Kelley Center parking
lot were vandalized

Mirror Meetings 6:30 p.m.
Every Wednesday
Lower BCC
Free Pizza
Bring a Friend
Story Deadline 6 p.m. Sunday

V

Annie Rooney
EXECUTIVE EDITOR

10:48 a.m. Animal
Control was called to assist in dealing with a raccoon

Dan Leitao
MANAGING EDITOR

The Print Edition

Sunday December 5th,
2010

News Department
Phone Number (203) 256-6600
Editor in Chief Phone Number (203) 256-6529

1:00 a.m. A camera in the
quad was reported to be stolen.
Under investigation
Monday, December 6th, 2010
12:28 a.m. A GPS and phone charger was stolen from a vehicle parked
in the Canisius lower level parking lot

CORRECTIONS BOX

f>7

Peter Caty
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

7:27 a.m. The taillights of
Jwo vehicles parked at the
Tbwnhouses were reported to be broken.

4:10 p.m. Student
reported money stolen
from his room which
was unlocked all day

2:45 p.m. Items, such as
GPS, iPods, and clothing, were
stolen from Fairfield Prep's park
ing lot. Fairfield Police was notified

INCORPORATED

3:29 a.m. Drugparaphernalia were
found in a dorm. Those involved were
reported to Student Conduct

Thursday December 2nd, 2010

Friday December
3rd, 2010

THE MIRROR
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December 1,2010 Issue:
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CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

Pope OKs Condoms, Fairfield Stays Stagnant
- The third bar of graph on p. 1 should read "are sexually active"
-Second paragraph should read "are forbidden to
distribute..."
P.4
Corrections Box
-first correction should read "Athletics Receives"
-second correction should read "salary"
P.9
Let's Talk About Sex
-Fifth paragraph should read "75% of students are
sexually active"
See an error email info@faMeldniirror.com

The Web Edition
Elisse Ferraro
WEB MASTER
Joey D'Alessio
CONTENT EDITOR

Business Department
Phone Number: (203) 256-6594
Fax Number: (203) 254-4162

CLASSIFIEDS

Dan Leitao
' MANAGING DIRECTOR

Go to www.fairfieldmirror.com to place your ad for as low as $10!

BE A MIRROR ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE. The
Advertising Director of The Mirror is seeking
undergraduate students to grow and service the
Mirror's advertising clientele. Responsibilities
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Weed Concerns
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allowed the possession of up to an ounce oicannabis for personal
use at home and/or a licensed public area, and grow the drug in a
space of up to 25 square feet.
There are few counterarguments for this law. One side supports
the legalization of marijuana for medical purposes. The opponents
say that decriminalizing marijuana would cause more health and
criminal problems.
The latter opinion is also held by Lieutenant John Ritchie, Assistant Director of the Department of Public Safety, who believes
that the proposition would not have solved all problems regarding
the drug. "One [reason] being that marijuana is a schedule one drug
under federal law, meaning it is illegal to possess. For marijuana to
be truly legal, you would have to get the feds to amend the schedule.
Another would be the impact on neighboring countries, such as
Mexico. Look at the violence and corruption in Mexico from drug
cartels right now. Carcinogens and cancer are another concern,"
said Ritchie. Public Safety continues to look out for drug-related
incidents at Fairfield University.
Peter Caty/The Mirror

Alcohol Write-Ups
up to other universities, Fairfield trumps
similar schools in quantity of write-ups.
Compared to our 1076 documentations in
2009, Providence College in Rhode Island
accumulated a mere 651.
Interestingly, in the same year, Fairfield
was rated 3rd in The Princeton Review's
"Lots of Hard Liquor" category- only behind
Providence, who was in first place.
Providence ranks two spots in front of
Fairfield in the alcohol abuse department,
but they get written only half as much as
Stags. It's no wonder that some students feel
like Public Safety is out to get them.
Todd Pelazza, Director of Public Safety,
disputes claims that his office is trying to
run up the number of documentations on
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campus.
"We are certainly not out to get students," attests Pelazza. "However, part of
keeping our campus safe involves enforcing
university policies. I would challenge the
concept that DPS is out to get students in
trouble or is not looking out for the students'
best interests."
He adds, "Generally, we have a very
good relationship with students. We involve
many students in projects and committees.
Despite the good intentions of the authorities on campus, the relationship between
students and the disciplinary community of
Fairfield seems to suffer as Stags continue to
drink heavily on campus- and get caught.
"Depending on the R.A., officer, admin-

istrator, or whoever, I feel that they are looking out for our best interest, but more often
it's more about writing us up than actually
looking out for our safety," Says Brianna
Malone'13.
Nikolenko explained some of the
options for lowering the count. "Echug is
an online alcohol education, Choices and
Basics are offered by Kevin Curry through
Counseling and Psychological Services.
They all give students an opportunity to
explore in different ways their relationship
to alcohol and other substances.
"They are not just about the negative
effects of drinking. They all look at how to
make responsible decisions and choices
related to alcohol and other substances."
Nikolenko, doesn't mention, however,
that most of the these programs- if not
all- are accompanied by a fine. One Junior,

Brennan Swan, has paid $180.00 in fines to
Fairfield. Another paid $375.00. Worse, one
sophomore, who wished to remain unnamed, reports paying over $500.00 in write
up fees.
In addition to the fines, many students
feel as though the programs are hardly as
useful as the administration hopes that they
might be.
"I think that the Fairfield drinking
classes are very helpful for the reason that
they provide you with a lot of information,"
says Shannon Welch '12, "But I do not think
that they will stop or prevent future drinking problems. It's college - that is just what
happens."
One sophomore went further by saying
"I don't feel they are affective at all, I've just
gotten much better at beating the system"
:!:
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fhe tfauti Ttoiyhin
oners everything you
coufdwant in a pizza
vCace anymore, T'hey
have the cfosest thing
to ifew York Tizza in
TairfieCd"
Fairfield Train Station
Northbound Side
FREE DELIVERY

-THE MIRROR, BEST OF FAIRFIELD.
BEST PIZZA. DECEMBER 2000.
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Company Taps Ambassadors
American Eagle Outfitters assisted incoming freshman
on move-in day while handing out flip-flops.
The approach has generated favorable press. A
"New Age of Social Marketing" and "Students are Rich
He was sitting on a warm sunny beach in Nantucket
when a pink and blue Land Rover whisked him away, enResources," are the praises featured in USA Today's
listing him to join a team of prospective "Brand Ambas"Marketers Get Creative Targeting Hard-to-reach College
Students" In regards to the Western Virginian U. students
sadors" on a trip to London.
distributing AE sandals, the author deems the strategy as
John Kremidas '12 joined a new marketing trend
"savvy"
and represents a clothing company, Jack Wills, on
"From a financial constraint perspective, firms
campus at Fairfield. The primarily British brand is using
are able to get "cheap" advertising by using students to
college students like Kremidas to help spread their name
represent them on campus, " Dr. Mark Ligas, Associate
in the states.
Professor of Marketing at Fairfield University said. "By
Welcome to the world of the college brand ambasstudents' word-of-mouth, a firm can be seen in a more
sador.
relatable way... I would assume that young adult conAmbassadors for Jack Wills hand out the infamous
sumers will be more apt to favor a firm when information
yellow "party-pants" to deserving students in return for
their information. The students then receive the catais presented by a peer."
logue and are directed to the stores, website, and social
Recently, college students have become a large buymedia outlets used such as Facebook
ing demographic, spending over $200 billion
and Twitter:
' 1 would assume that
annually, according to theNational Center
"I go to school in Vermont so I
VOUne consumers will be ^or Educational Statistics. Students are easily
try to get people to strip down and
influenced by branding and incorporate mamore apt to favor a firm
wear the party-pants in the 20 degree
terialism into their everyday lives.
weather and snow so I can snap a few when information is
Add in the fact that students are so keen
on social networking, so when a company
sweet pics [to post online]," Sasha
presented by a peer."
Gemis, Jack Wills ambassador for
gives students the role of Student Brand ManSaint Michael's college said.
ager or Brand Ambassador, the student has
The current Marketing and Events
the ability to spread news about companies
Assistant for the brand, Ben Jones, told Vie Mirror that
and their products.
By throwing parties and handing out freebies, the
he has about two-dozen Brand Ambassadors working
Brand Ambassador becomes somewhat of a celebrity,
throughout the East Coast.
creating buss around campus about their brand and
Recently, The Boston Globe published an article ■'
titled "Brit Chain Hopes for Mass Appeal" detailing the
making the product appealing to other students.
company's different approach at using college students
"The risk is that you can't be certain the student
will uphold the brand's reputation associated with the
as opposed to print ads. The article sheds light on the
firm," Dr. Ligas adds. "If the student is not perceived well
success of such a tactic and how for some brands, it is the
most valued way to gain customers whose lifestyle they
by his/her peers... the brand may be perceived in a less
positive light."
condone.
To avoid this, brands don't just give the position to
For Jones, he got his start representing Red Bull at
anyone. Applications or interviews are often necessary.
Oxford University in 2005." The raison d'etre behind free
sampling was so that the consumers associated a good
Here at Fairfield University, the Jack Wills Brand Ambastime, study time, or pre-match preparation with the Red
sadors try to follow the company's criteria: 18-24 years
old, fun, preppy, and "the popular kid on campus"
Bull drink," Jones said.
Victoria's Secret takes collegiate marketing a step
"I Heard kids talking about party-pants, and saw
further by cross-branding their products with over 30
pictures of people in them on-line," Tor Wischhusen, '13,
schools' colors, names and mascots including Boston
said. "My friends and I looked at the [Jack Wills] webCollege and University of Texas according to Marsite and love the clothes! It seems like a fun thing to get
ketingVOX.com. Also, earlier this year brand reps for
involved in."
BY CARLY SUTHERLAND
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

-Dr. Mark Ligas

The Bitter
Pill
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tending Wesleyan said that so far he
hasn't heard of any one getting in
trouble for illegally using Adderall
or Ritalin. "The new addition to our
honor code is a result of outside
pressure and hot really about Wesleyan" said the student, who asked
not to be identified.
The amendment to the honor
code has more to do with "the recent
negative media attention surrounding Adderall use on college campuses" he said.

Reactions to Wesleyan's
Decision
News of Wesleyan's decision
that the illegal use of prescription
drugs violates the honor code was
met with mixed reviews by Fairfield
University students.
Some students believe that
the illicit use of prescription drugs
should be considered cheating
because of the unfair advantages it
provides and how it goes against the
concepts of hard work and integrity.
Jacquie Brimley '13 feels that
"it's a grey area." While there are
worse forms of cheating she said,
like plagiarism, "taking these drugs
is still an unfair advantage unless
you've been diagnosed with ADD or
ADHD."
"I know you can combat that by
saying that people who don't take

them have the same opportunity to
buy and use them, but they don't for
a reason- for the concepts of integrity
and of actually working for everything that you get in this life" Brimley
said.
Bryan Shea' 13 believes that
the illegal use of drugs like Adderall and Ritalin to study should not
be considered equal to cheating or
plagiarism.
"I feel like Adderall simply gives
the user motivation and focus, just as
much as Red Bull or caffeine does"
he said. "Does that mean that one
day coffee will be considered illegal,
too?"

The Future of the "study
drug" at Fairfield
Fairfield University's drug policy
is contained in the student code
of conduct, located in the Student
Handbook. A violation of the code of
conduct is possession and use or distribution of someone else's prescription medication.
Dean Thomas Pellegrino discussed the challenging problem that
prescription drugs poses on college
campuses. "What we have tried to do
here is both develop a prohibition,
while also raising attention to the occurrence of this behavior on college
campuses," he said.
"That problem becomes exacerbated when students perceive such
medication as giving their peers an
'edge' or advantage in relation to
things like energy level, alertness,
etc." he said.
"Students can be lured into a
false sense of the safety in using and

sharing these drugs" he said. "Unauthorized use of these medications
can have dangerous, if not deadly,
results."
Pellegrino believes that there
needs to be an increased awareness
of the dangers of prescription drugs
on campus. "Our sanctions for violations of our prescription drug policy
therefore focus on education and
counseling, in an effort to shed light
on what should be viewed as dangerous behavior" he said.
Rev. Francis T. Hannafey worries
for the health of the students who
illegally use prescription drugs like
Adderall and Ritalin because of the
potential side effects. As a Jesuit
priest and Ethics professor he is
"personally saddened to hear that
students feel that they need prescription drugs to study."
"What are we communicating
to our students about healthy and
balanced living?" he asks. The goal
of gaining an education is not solely
to become successful. It is "much
deeper and more complex" he said.
FUSA President Edwin Muniz
feels that in a world where there are
so many distractions, like Facebook,
some students feel the need to turn
to these drugs to focus. He says that
the students are not trying to cheat,
but "just get their work done in a
timely manner."
He hopes that administration
and faculty will be "proactive" about
this issue and work to "remedy the
problem" because it is a major concern of the student body.

Contributed Photo

Innocent &
Behind Bars
BY ALLISON WALSH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

It took Juan Roberto Melendez 17 years, eight months, and
one day in a 3 by 6 cell infested with roaches and rats on death
row to be released for a crime he did not commit. On December 1
he shared his story with over 150 Fairfield University students.
Melendez is one of the 138 known men and women who
have been placed on death row, then later found to be innocent. It
will never be known how many of the 1,224 men and women who
were executed due to the death penalty were innocent themselves.
It was 1984 and just another beautiful day in Florida when
Juan Roberto Melendez was sitting beneath an apple tree. A
few minutes later he was bombarded cop cars surrounding
him shouting his name. He dropped to the ground and as they
demanded he reveal his tattoo on his left arm and expose his
missing tooth.
The police officers escorted Melendez to jail where he was
charged with first-degree murder and motive of armed robbery.
"My mama did not raise no murderers," said Melendez. All
along he knew of his innocence and had entrusted his defender
with his life. His public defender assured Melendez that he would
be going home and not to worry.
When Melendez's trial was brought before the court he
looked at the jurors, consisting of 11 white men and women along
with one black woman, and not one Hispanic.
"The system is unfair and racist," Melendez said. 80 percent
of those who are convicted and put on death row, committed a
crime that involved a white victim. After enduring many states of
depression and contemplations of suicide, Melendez attributes
his sanity to God and his mother.
His favorite and most inspirational letter he received from his
mother read, "Son, I know you're innocent and God knows you're
innocent and one day he will set you free.1'
After approximately 6,446 days Melendez was set free
through the help of his three new lawyers and one investigator's
discovery of a box in his previous public defender's office. In the
box was a confession tape of the real killer as well as a document
that provided written evidence against the actual killer.
Melendez said he discovered that the same man who patted
"him on his back and promised him a trip home kept this evidence
from the court even when he was in possession of the information
a month before his trial concluded.
As soon as Melendez was released from prison with his $100,
new pair of pants and a t-shirt, he was greeted with reporters
ranging everywhere from, "ABC, NBC, CNN, CBS, MSNBC, and
every news station of the alphabet."
Melendez returned to Puerto Rico to see his mother and was
considered to be a hero. Ultimately he knew he wanted to come
back to the United States to begin his work at looking to eliminate
the death penalty across the nation.
Melendez's story had overwhelmingly positive reactions
from the student body. "1 thought Juan's story was so interesting.
I actually felt his emotions while he was making his speech about
his experiences in death row. I can also tell how passionate he is
about his dreams of ending the death penalty in Connecticut,"
said Carly Beyer class of'14.
After the presentation Melendez and Bo Chamberlin, a Connecticut committee representative for the abolishing of the death
penalty, encouraged the students to sign a petition to eliminate
the death penalty in Connecticut.
In Connecticut alone it costs $4 million to fund the death
penalty. In its history there has only been one case of a man voluntarily asked for the death penalty.
Melendez said, "There is always the risk of killing the innocent. You can always release an innocent man from jail, but you
can't raise an innocent person from the grave."
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Reflecting and Anticipating
As the semester comes to an end and the pressure of
studying for finals and writing papers gets tense, we think
it's important to take a study break and look back at what
we've learned from the Fall 2010 semester at Fairfield
University. Freshmen have adjusted to living on their own,
sophomores have settled into (and maybe resent) their Living and Learning routine, juniors are learning to grow up by
remembering to clean their dishes in the Townhouse sinks
before the pile gets bigger and seniors are cherishing their
last moments and wishing time would slow down.
There are a few important events that have affected each
and every one of us as a student body and we can thankfully
take the knowledge gained into the final Spring Semester for
the 2010-2011 school year.
Four Loko
Starting September's syllabus month with this carbonated
alcohol beverage sure was fun, until that trip to the hospital for
a good stomach pumping. These 24 ounces of tasty debauchery
were an easy way to prolong the weekend binge drinking but
karma justified them with a side of deathly consequences. By
Dec. 13, New York Daily News reports the beverage will be off
the shelves nationwide. It was fun while it lasted.
Stags in the Stands
Our Red Sea is growing larger as the boys of Stags in the
Stands promote their member rewards through t-shirts, mini
basketball hoops and television prizes for game attendance.
Yes, if you didn't already know, as a member of Stags in the
Stands you get REWARDED for expanding the fan base at our
home field. No you don't have to paint your body red, you just
have to go and have fun at a game. If you haven't gone to a basketball game yet, you're in luck because the schedule extends
into spring semester and Lacrosse starts up in March.
He Said/She Said
What?! Yes we're sure you're either confused or upset that
it is back. In wishful thinking that you are neither the former
nor the latter because you've been reading "His iPhone/Her
BlackBerry," you've come to realize that it's a fun student column that deserves space in each issue as long as we play by the
rules. And we're playing by the rules.
Bill Lucas
Our former vice president for finance and administration
sadly passed away this year at 63. Lucas was a 1969 graduate
from our campus grounds, devoting a majority of his life to
Fairfield University; most importantly he kept our fiscal health
strong. We reflect on his kindness and endless care for the university and will continue his passion of keeping memories each
time we walk into the LL BCC and look up at Lucas the Stag.
A new year is upon us. Let's remember the pains of combining alcohol and caffeine and the joys of chanting "Put Kristian
in!" Seniors have four months to make the cliche best four years
of their life a reality and freshmen still have time to figure out
which Living and Learning program houses the most comfortable
dorms. Good luck and bring on January syllabus month!

Employers are increasingly using Facebook as a research tool before hiring college graduates. Check out the story on pg. 2
Have an opinion? Send it to opinion@fairfleldmirror.com.

Hung Up On Hooking Up
BY COURTNEY TODD
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Ask any college student, guy or girl, about dating these
days and they will probably tell you that nobody dates anymore. Rather, it's all about hooking up.
Hooking tip has become so popular amongst college
students because that is what most people are looking for
in college. They are looking to have fun and not get tied
down by feelings, commitment and relationship drama.
People are dismissing all of the traditional values and
making their own rules.
Nicole Kizielewicz '14 says, "people don't want to get
emotionally attached because they're more concerned with
just the physical act of hooking up."
Let's be honest, most hook ups in college are drunken
and random. One would assume that waking up the next
day, hungover and unable to remember the name or even
the face of the person you hooked up with the night before,
would be a bad thing; however, many don't see it this way. To
most, the hook up is meaningless and doesn't mean they actually like the person or even ever want to talk to them again.
So what's the point? A lot of people hook up for the
sole purpose of being able to say they hooked up with '
someone. For some it brings a sense of accomplishment.
Plus, it is easy to feel the pressure to hook up when you
walk into a room full of guys and girls dancing and making
out with each other.
It is commonly assumed that girls are the ones looking
for more than just a hook up while the guys are looking only
for the hook up. Mike Smith' 14 says, "Guys are the ones who
are looking to only hook up, while girls are looking for the

Home Court Advantage
Just in time for finals prep, Mens Basketball played Howard University in
Alumni Hall, giving the masses one last
chance to come out and cheer before
hitting the books. The red face paint
looked great boys.

hook up but with the dating aspect too."
This isn't necessarily true anymore. The girls are becoming just as bad as the guys. So many college girls walk around
parties, scantily clad and looking for random male attention.
There are girls who honestly just want to hook up and once
a girl is drunk it can become pretty clear that her morals are
out the window.
The whole college lifestyle really discourages people
from dating and encourages partying and hooking up
instead. Dating is becoming rapidly obsolete for college
students and it is rare that a guy actually asks a girl out
anymore. To most college students, the idea of dating seems
awkward and ancient. It sounds pretty ridiculous, but people
now become more stressed out about a date than about a
hook up. They might wonder what is the point of actually
going out and doing something together when they can just
hang out and hook up instead?
Annie Eodice '14 disagrees, "I hate the whole idea of
hooking up, I want to be taken on a date. Everything is so
backwards now."
I agree that there are plenty of girls and some guys
out there who still want the normal dating experience, but
maybe it isn't that things are backwards. Maybe hooking up
really is taking the place of dating. If that's true, then we can
say goodbye to things like respect and meaning in relationships between guys and girls.
People have become so lazy when it comes to actually
getting to know the person they're swapping spit with. Most
people agree that dating in college is just too hard, and hooking up is easy. It's to the point where people are truly becoming less and less focused on actually caring about someone,
and more and more focused on just hooking up.

NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE
"The majority ofstudents who use Facebook every day
are underachieving by as much as an entire grade
compared with those who shun the site."
- Jonathan Leake and Georgia Warren in an articlefrom The
Sunday Times.

Library time cut short

DOWN

Even though DiMenna is supposedly
open until midnight on weekdays, the
constant announcements about the
impending closing make it impossible
to study past 11:30. We know you want
to get home librarians, but we should
be able to work until closing. At least
during finals it will be open 24-hours
and students can move in until the
toture is over.

(For more see the article on page 2)

THE MIRROR welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted in person at BCC 104, or by email at opinion@fairfleldmirror.com
All letters to the editor that are appropriate will be published either in print or on www.fairfieldmirror.com
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content, length and grammatical error. Letters should be
free of obscenities and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Letters should not exceed 500 words.
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Mold
Administration Embraces Cookie Cutter Diversity
BY DAVID WEIS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

What is diversity? Here at Fairfield, we hear a lot
of talk about the steps the administration has taken to
ensure that our school increases in an area that it has been
lacking in for so long. Is diversity the number of students
with different skin colors? Is it the number of students hailing from a foreign country? Is it the number of students who
speak a different language, worship a different god or wear
different clothes?
Diversity - especially at Fairfield - seems too often to be
based on the principle that there exists a standard, a common ground, a group thought to be the "majority," and that
diversity is perhaps anyone who does not fit that standard.
We can all agree that at Fairfield this "majority" wears
a North Face, lives in a nice, suburban house in New Jersey,
Massachusetts, Connecticut or Long Island, is good looking,
and was one of the smarter and harder-working people at
their Catholic and private high schools. This "majority" is
well-dressed, well-liked, and most likely will be successful
in the future.
But is diversity simply trying to draw students who
come from a background divergent from the one listed
above?
My answer is no. Diversity in education, in the truest
sense, is the concept that there are many students who hold
many different interests, creeds, beliefs, religions and lifestyles, and not just on the concept of skin shades, languages
and nationalities.
What diversity most certainly is not, is the concept
that simply accepting and drawing students from the "notFairfield" demographic to place among a school so largely
homogenous could make for a more diverse and understanding campus and student body.
Too often it seems that Fairfield wants to force diversity
down its students' throats; that shoving the terms "global
citizenship," "diversity" and "understanding" in our faces
somehow makes us desire for and accepting towards new
ideas. To truly foster a diverse environment, students must
want to experience diversity in action, and not be shown or

Photo Illustration by Andonl Mores/'the Mirror

taught the definition of this concept.
There is a fine line between the administration parading the concept of a more diverse Fairfield campus, versus
us, as students, actually desiring to experience this newfound diversity.
From my perspective Fairfield's campus is caught
in limbo between the administration's blatant desire for
students to accept diversity and the students themselves
wanting to experience it. It is an interesting dynamic - on
one hand, students see the lack of diversity on campus and
may perhaps ask for more diversity. On the other hand,
the administration is doing everything in its power to show
that having a few token "different" students on campus is
evidence of a Fairfield that is "changing," "dynamic" and
"diverse." Simply seeing shades of skin walking on campus
doesn't make a campus diverse, especially when one can
walk into the cafeteria and see self-discrimination; that

students with like-colored skin all sit at the same table. That
is most certainly not diversity and acceptance.
I truly believe that diversity is a trait that is not simply skin-deep. Diversity is not just having high minority
enrollment, high numbers of international students, or high
statistics of students being the first in their families to attend
college. These are all facets of the concept of diversity, but
they are not the only aspects of a diverse campus.
Diversity, true diversity, is more than the color of
skin. It is the respect of different viewpoints, of different
thoughts and of different worldviews. It is that which fosters
an educational environment that preaches understanding and tolerance, acceptance and recognition. Perhaps
one day, hopefully in the near future, Fairfield too may yet
experience such a social dynamic, but in a natural and truly
accepting way.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Barbie's Legacy

A Call for Healthy Choices

To the Editor:
Over the last month I
have been learning about
an epidemic that has been
happening over the last 50
years. Barbie has been sitting
on her throne plaguing the
minds of young girls, while
remaining hidden until recent findings. Barbie herself
creates an unimaginable
model with unobtainable
body dimensions that only
anorexic and bulimic girls
dream about at night while
their self esteems drifts away
faster than the sands of time
are being blown.
Unfortunately, though
as we progress into the future, more and more girls are
trying to reach for Barbie's
heights only to fall short and
into further depression. Sure
over the last 15 years Barbie's
image has been slowly evolving: wider hips, smaller bust,
and shorter neck. In comparison to the over 40 plus
years to when she had, in
human form, a 42D cup size,
18 inch waist and head, legs

twice the length of her arms,
and no body fat to help her
menstruate, Barbie's dealt
damage on the young girls of
the world has already been
done.
Mattel has tried to give
Barbie a better image by giving her empowering careers
and even more fuel-efficient
vehicles to drive. But the
image of the "pretty, shiny"
blonde hair prince hopping
out of the all pink Barbie
dream car Corvette convertible is ingrained into more
heads than any other of her
120 careers combined. If Barbie really wanted to help out
with this world, she needs
step down from her throne,
vanish until the last thought
about her is diminished, and
then maybe join the rest of
humanity with a new positive
image, to help lead the young
girls around the world, into a
brighter tomorrow.
Sincerely,
Joshua Beebe'14

To the Editor:
I happened to go over the
article published on October 27,
2010, titled Barone, Jazzman's
& The Stags All Make the Cut
written by Gillien Murray. This
specific piece caught my attention because of a journal I have
been working on that has to do
with lunch menus and our health
mostly in young adults and kids.
While reading over this article
it was nice to hear that the food
establishments on campus had
passed these evaluations that
were done with a significantly
well number. It's nice to know
the places we rely on for our daily
food are clean, treated and well
kept for our good.
As I read over this article
I thought to myself, now these
establishments are clean but are
the foods always the best for ourselves? Like everywhere else we
go to eat we are given the choice
to choose what we eat, but when
the unhealthy food and sweets
rule over the healthy, there's not
much that can be done there and
we know what the winning foods
will be. I believe Barone does its

job on varying the foods but once
we walk in we are found with
pizza, fries, burgers and sweet
fountain drinks. When in hunger
who can say no to such things?
What we often forget is the fact
that these foods can lead to many
health problems later on.
During my weeks on working on my journal I came across
many articles which talked about
these sweets and foods found in
our cafeteria. These foods have
lead many to diabetes 2, heart
problems, asthma and even eating disorders. These can become
common among college students
as well because of the fact that
many college students are overloaded with work and the only
time they have free they go to the
cafeteria or The Stag and snack on
these unhealthy meals, since they
do rule over the healthy meals on
campus.
It would be nice that if for
a change they brought more
healthier, whole grain kind of
meals to campus for The Stag being that it's the place many go to
once their swipes are all gone or
a quick snack before class. Many
have just become used to the

offerings at these food establishments on campus, but we can't
always think that they are the best
for our health. I can say I, myself
have been caught up in eating in
these fine establishments as well,
but for a change would be nice
to walk in and not always have to
make a choice about snacking on
unhealthy meals.
Yes, we are more privileged
than other countries to actually
have food to choose from but
we also have to take into consideration the thousands of young
adults in our generation losing
their health to foods such as the
ones we are found eating mostly
every day at the establishments
closest to us. It's always great to
have a clean environment and
know its safe to eat it on campus
but yet these facts of increasing
obesity rates in the United States
should be taken into consideration as well.
Sincerely,
Marilynn Lopez' 14
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That Ain't No
Rag,
It's a Flag

SOPHOMORIC

Winter Romance
CELESTE TALLARICO
CONTR/BUT/NG WRITER

Winter break. When December hits it is as if everything
changes: the air smells crisp, the ground freezes over and
the whole world seems to get quiet. Our homes smell like a
mixture of Christmas trees and the constant smell of something baking in the oven. Finals are officially over, Christmas
is right around the corner and nothing is better than curling
up on our couches and watching "The Family Stone."
However, once we hit college, winter break comes
to mean more than just Christmas and the end of finals.
Well, it still is about the end of finals, but it also brings up
the question of visiting friends and that guy that you have
been seeing since the beginning of school. Do you wait for
him to bring up visiting or do you ask him to come down
for a couple of days after Christmas? If the guy likes you the
issue of visiting will figure itself out, usually in the form of a
drunken promise that is actually a sober hope.
In my own experience bringing a guy home is a lot less
scary than we think. Plus, watching him struggle at dinner
while your parents ask him a hundred questions about his
life plans, when you know that he has no clue, is always fun.
So here is the question: Do you hold them to that
drunken promise or do you just hope that over the next
month things won't change? A month apart is a lot longer
than you think
Most consider visiting a big, awkward step in any
relationship because this guy you just brought home is no
longer eating, sleeping and breathing with just you, but now
your entire family. Meeting the parents can be an extremely
uncomfortable situation between the stresses of bringing
the right kind of gift for your mom to the issue of where
he will sleep. Chances are your parents know that you two
pretty much live with each other 24/7 while at school, but
that does not mean he will be able to sleep in your room
with you at home.
Is visiting just one big awkward step in a relationship
or is it a good push towards trying to figure out exactly what
is going on between the two of you? If you two have not had
the relationship-defining talk, someone in your family will
have it for you, either your parents or an aunt who has no
problem asking if he is your boyfriend, a word neither of you
have ever let slip past your lips.
With the weather outside bitter enough to sentence us
to our couches, is it better to ship out and cuddle up, or is it
better to hope that the fire does not go out?
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BY MATTHEW MOKRISSF.Y
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The American flag - the symbol
of this nation and everything that
this nation stands for; an item that
citizens should be reverent of and
should show respect towards, even if
they disapprove of the country's policies or actions. That is exactly what
Karl Baldner of Orange County, FL
was trying to do when he asked John
Granfield, a local real-estate agent, to
remove an American flag from atop
his office that was, as Baldner says,
"In bad shape; the colors were faded
and more than 50 percent of it was
missing."
Baldner, a veteran who served
a decade in the U.S. Army, was frustrated that a fellow American would
knowingly fly such a worn and tattered flag. This frustration prompted
Baldner to enter Granfield's office
and request that the flag be taken
down. Granfield told Baldner that
he considered the flag's condition to
be an accurate representation of the
country's current status. A month
later, when Baldner saw that the tattered flag had still not been removed,
he went to the real-estate office,
removed the damaged flag, and left
a note with his name, phone number, and a message telling Granfield
that he would be returning with a
brand-new flag, which he would hang
up. When Granfield returned from
vacation and saw that his disgraceful
flag had been removed from his office building he filed charges against
Baldner for theft.
This entire issue brings us to

a larger point - just because one
has a right to do something doesn't
mean they should. Being a good
citizen means respecting one's fellow
citizens and the things that they see
as important. Yes, Granfield can fly a
torn and abused American flag, but
should he? Yes, a protestor can fly the
flag upside down (inferring a state
of distress), but should they? Yes,
protesters can burn an American flag,
but should they?
The American flag is a symbol
of freedom, democracy and liberty
to the vast majority of citizens, not
to mention a symbol of pride to the
countless men and women who have
fought and died to defend freedom
and the great country which that
flag represents. Yes, Baldner did
technically break the law when he
removed the tattered American flag
from private property, but Granfield,
who appears to have an issue with
the country that he lives in, would be
smart to remember that the veterans,
like the one he has pressed charges
against, have served this nation on
his behalf and have given him the
freedom to show his disapproval.
As we approach Christmas and
spend time with friends and family
let us not forget the men and women
who are far from home, protecting every one of us, so that we may
enjoy the holiday season in peace
and safety. Every minute of every day
great Americans stand guard, defending us from those who wish to hurt
us. It is these brave Americans who
give us the ability to enjoy the liberties and freedoms that make America
the greatest country in the world.

Peter Caty/The Mirror

All We Need Is A Little Confidence
BY MABEL DEL CASTILLO
ASST. OPINION EDITOR

"Is my bronzer even?"
"Can you notice the bags underneath my eyes?"
"Do I look like I'm trying too hard?"
These are all common questions we ask our room
mates before going to our 1 la.m.s or that hot
date we finally scored with our lab partner.
When we are sitting in class and look out
of the corner of our eyes to see someone staring at us, we automatically assume something
doesn't look right. "Did I forget to cut the tags
off?" "Is my underwear sticking out?" "Am I
wearing too much makeup?" when in reality
the person may just be in a daze (which happens to people more than we think).
If we are walking into the BCC and we
see someone look us up and down, we think,
"Ugh! I should have just stuck to one bacon,
egg and cheese this morning!" "Am I walking
pigeon-toed?" "Did I say something to this
person when I blacked out this weekend?"
when in reality the person may actually be
wondering where you bought that cool shirt.
It's now Barone time and if we walk past a
table that suddenly stops talking, we think, "I
can't help it that I like the tater tots!" "Damn,
I shouldn't have filled my plate so high!" "I'm on a strict
diet, which is why I only have leaves on my plate," when in
reality they may be wondering why they haven't seen you
all year..
While doing a presentation in a class that seems like
a thousand degrees and of course is filled with the most
attractive athletes, we think, "I wonder if they can see that

the famous question, "Can I buy you a drink?" You think,
"Should I get a beer even though I hate beer or a Cosmopolitan, even though it's $12?" "Does my breath stink?"
"Do I have beer goggles already? Because he's actually
much cuter from across the bar..."
We all go home for Christmas break and want to look
super good when we bump into our ex-boyfriend, so we
finally decide pay a visit to the gym. We are
running on the treadmill and see Peter walk
by and stare; we probably think, "Do I run
funny?" "I wonder if my mouth has been
open the whole time?" "I can't help it that I
sweat like a man!" When in reality Peter is
really thinking, "Wow, that girl is cute!"
Peter walks away thinking to himself,
"Dude, I wonder if she noticed the bleeding
from that zit I just popped right before filling
up my water bottle." "Hmm I wonder if she
thinks I have chicken legs." "Did I smile too
much because my nostrils tend to flair?"
What we don't realize is that we aren't
Hollywood celebrities who are going to end
up on the Enquirer if we accidentally pick a
wedgie or pay for our sandwich at The Stag
with quarters. There is no fashion police
on campus (especially since The Mirror
established that white after Labor Day is no
Illustration by Tebben Lopez/The Mirror
longer a rule).
So the next time you are getting ready or waking up
those five seconds. We think, "Did Paul give me the wrong
from a rough night to go to Village Bagels in the mornhouse number?" "Are they out of beer already?" "Oh my
ing, don't think, "Ugh, I hope no one is in there!" because
God, how should I introduce myself? 'Hi my name is Tara
obviously these are thoughts we all have. If we all acknowl(smile and shake hands)?' or try the seductive 'Hey there!'"
edge that judging others doesn't do anything but make
(followed by a sexy walk).
ourselves feel better, we can eliminate the insecurities that
It's Saturday night and we are at a local bar. The guy
occur on a regular basis.
you have been eyeing finally approaches you and asks

hickey I tried to cover up?" "Are my sweat marks really noticeable?" "I hope I can hold this fart in for the remainder
of the presentation or they will probably evacuate!" when
in reality they may be thinking that you are smarter than
they actually thought.
Friday has finally come and we are ready to rage. We
walk into a random house and notice everyone freezes for
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The Man, The Mission, The Milo
BY ANNIE ROONEY
EXECUTIVE EDITOR

"I've got a separate phone, unlisted
phone line, that is just for students. It's on the
syllabus," he explains to me with only one rule.
"Let's not call me beyond 11:30,12 o'clock
because, well, I'm getting old." Milo Peck
laughs as he sits at his Mountain Dew and
McDonalds-cluttered desk. He's dressed in
an all black suit with a New England Patriots bow tie fastened around his neck.
As he leans back in his chair he stretches
out his lanky arms, palms the size of a
pizza slice, facing outward.
Dr. Peck is an assistant professor
of accounting for the Dolan School of
Business at Fairfield University. He has
four degrees from prestigious schools of
higher education and sold off his interest
as President and CEO of a Babson group
company at the age of 38. Twenty years
ago, he joined Fairfield's Jesuit legacy
and travels 70 miles, 140 miles round
trip, every day from Windsor, Conn., to
prepare students for their future accounting careers.
Peck was not hired by Fairfield
because of his outstanding academic and
business accomplishments. The additional
information section on his resume that
displayed his experience as a Little League
baseball coach was his big selling point./Ihe
informal conversation originally set up as
an interview, granted Peck access the Jesuit
community that was only the beginning of his
social service journey. But before the papers
were signed, he had to call his wife from his
car phone for approval. She wanted him out of
the house and agreed.
Within weeks Peck was known not just as
a professor but as a person everyone wanted
to be around.
Peck will know your first and last name
by the third class and encourages his office
hours to be used for more than judiciary
settlements. He believes in sharing the
good as well as the bad. Tuition dollars
only guarantee a course schedule and textbook list. Peck takes the Fairfield student dollar further with engagement between students

and faculty, even if it only begins after the
diploma-receiving walk on Bellarmine Hill.
"I've attended weddings, I've been at
baptisms, I've been at funerals." The tone of
his voice becomes more serious but his eyes
still bulge with every word that spits out of
his mouth. Dr. Peck has
"r
just as much of a relationship with his student's
parents as he does with
the undergraduates who
attend his Tuesday and
Friday classes. He says
he's getting older and the
parents are getting awfully
younger when he volunteers to speak at University orientation events
and the accounting departments honors
society, Beta Alpha Psi.
Peck defines the man of wise words and
claims to have been made speechless only
once when the word engagement was used
in a different context during a chat in his
made-over 'Holiday Inn' second floor office
of the Dolan School of Business. Two former
students came to announce their marital

engagement to each other. This wasn't news to
Peck because he not only keeps his students'
projects, he keeps up with their whereabouts
through an impressive 21st century emailing
lifestyle.
Alumi Stephanie and Brendan came by
to ask Dr. Peck if he would honor
their marriage by officiating the
ceremony. They want to say "I
do" to each other as Peck's gracious hands hover above their
love struck eyes with his blessing.
They had already checked the
logistics and Dr. Peck's Massachusetts law degree would do
the job.
"I told them I'll mark it in my book
because I'll have to tell my daughter that she
can't have that Saturday for her wedding," he
said. He's been working on the homily since,
because it has to impress.
Peck is there for students when they need
jobs, change jobs, or lose jobs. He has figured
out a way to ease the Friday night binge drink-

The bow tie is the
gift that keeps on
giving/'
-Dr. Milo Peck

PECKI
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Peter Caty/ Ihe Mirror

Milo Peck shows off his "Nine Ladies Dancing" bow tie. He claims to never wear the same bow tie
twice during each semester.

Framing The Perfect Moment

Contributed Photo

BY LAURA O'REILLY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

A group of Fairfield University students were framed this
past semester.
But there was no crime scene, no murder, no police.
The conspirator was one senior whose ingenious plot was
to photograph her friends in different locations each holding a
large gold frame.
. These photographs were on display Thursday night in

the Creative Life Residential College, located at the old Jesuit
residence now commonly referred to as "Bellarmine." For
the night, the Dining Commons was transformed into an art
exhibit, allowing students to wander around the room viewing
the art, listen to good music and enjoy some snacks.
The exhibit was described on a poster as "an ongoing experimental project based on experiencing beauty and finding
one's place in the world." It consisted of 25 photographs shot
by senior Emily Robillard. The photographs were set in various
locations such as Cape Cod, Rhode Island and New York City.
Despite the different environments, each photograph featured
a person holding a frame that was also on display that night.
The project began as a fun way for Robillard to remember
her summer before embarking on her senior year at Fairfield University. As an Accounting and Marketing major, she
has never taken a photography class before. The project was
initially a great way for her to express her creative side and to
travel and hang out with friends.
Upon returning to campus in the fall, more and more
people wanted to be "framed." The project became less about
taking pictures but "more about experiencing the space and
enjoying the journey," Robillard said.
She decided to take pictures of her friends in places that
had meaning for them, a place where they could say, "This is
my space." She said that she wanted them to "feel comfortable
and be themselves."
When asked about the meaning behind the picture
frame, she said that she wanted a common thread to link all

of the photographs together. The frame has a "middle negative space" that allows the viewer to see everything within
the frame, she said. She found it interesting to see how each
person used the frame differendy to allow their personality to
come through - some framed their face while others framed the
sun or a lighthouse in the background.
Her most memorable photograph is of a complete
stranger. On a train headed into New York City, a woman sitting next to her asked her why she was holding a large frame.
Robillard explained the idea behind her project and then the
women asked to be a part of it. She said it was memorable to
her because it was "so random and unexpected."
Tom Saporito '12, a RA in the Creative Life Residential
College, was one of the "framed" students. He is photographed
next to a statue of a man made out of rocks that he loves to pass
when he goes for a run.
Saporito scheduled the event as a program for the Creative
Life Residential College because he thought "it was a good way
to bring people together over something pleasant."
All in attendance congratulated Robillard on her work.
Justin Blum '13, a member of Creative Life provided the live
music for the night. He said "it was a great time and the turn
out was much higher than expected."
"We had a good time jamming," he said. "Hopefully everyone else had a good time listening!"
Robillard plans to continue the project though the spring
semester. There is already a sign-up sheet for new participants,
but she said "I hope to one day get framed myself!"
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Christmas Giffe for Everyone
Friends with
Benefits:

Your R.A.:

[he Professor [he Friend No
You're
t'r e Seeing
Seeing on One Likes:
die Side:

Dyslexic
The Girlfriend
Who Just Broke Mirror Editor:
Contributed Photos
Up With You:

r%
.
Sexy Lingerie
Price: $25
Find it at: Victoria's Secret

A Candle
Price: $20
Find it at: morethanlight.
com

Snuggie
Price: $15
Find it at: mysnuggiestore.com

Flowers
Price: $40
Find it at: ftd.com

School House Rock
Price: $125
Find it at: amazon.com

Kama Sutra Book
Price: $13
Find it at: Barnes and
Noble

Flask
Price: $15
Find it at: mysnuggiestore.com

The Shake Weight
Price: $20
Find it at: Walmart

Harry Potter on Tape
Price: $286.49
Find it at: amazon.
com

«i5M

TROJAN

Condoms
Price: $13
Find it at: CVS

Jimmy Dean Breakfast
Price: $25 '
Find it at: Stop and Shop

Extremely Loud Sound System
Price: $1299
Find it at: Bose.com

Fairfleld Cab Driver:

Your Gothic Friend:
O.C.BoxSet
Price: $100
Find it at: dvduz.com

Peck

Vineyard Vines Gift
Card
Price: Anything
Find it at: Vineyard
Vines Stores
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ing by holding mandatory Monopoly
don't need coffee before Dr. Peck's class,
game sessions on Saturday mornings.
you just need your printed out Power
He's experienced legacies by teaching all
Point slides and a voice.
of the Cook brothers and is presently has
Most notable, Peck is always dressed
his third Kremehehler. "This is a family
with a bow tie. "The bow tie is the gift that
school," he says "It's more important what keeps on giving," he says. He points out
we do outside than what we do inside."
that he will never wear a bow tie twice
His involvement stretches further
throughout a semester and encourages
to non-required but routine Saturday
students to figure out how many he actuvisits to campus. Whether sitting in his
ally owns. Talk about following fashion
paper-cluttered office with the door open
rules. It's also the perfect Christmas presor out supporting the Stags on the field,
ent someone can give him because a bow
Peck has learned that involvement is the
tie is never too small.
texture and fabric of this community.
Fairfield University is known for its
But remember, as an accounting proJesuit identity and liberal arts education.
fessor, he is paid
The accounting deto educate. With a
partment is highly
booming voice, he
ranked in the nawon't take roll call
tion and accountat the beginning of
ing majors graduclass but he'll call
ate from here with
on you if he hasn't
a strong chance of
heard your voice
a successful future.
midway through
-Dr. Milo Peck Dr. Peck realizes
the lecture. Stuin regards to his commitment his students wiu be
dents can't look
toJfaculty-student
relationships makm& a $50000
J
at the clock to see
V
salary with $20,000
how much time is
bonuses like he did,
left, because at 6'8
on the streets of the
business world, but he aims to help them
their eyes will meet his and he'll notice.
He says his teaching style is Socratic.
realize that money is not the important
part.
"What's a 75?"
Dr. Peck doesn't want the answer
"Being a professional is more than
just earning a lot of money, you have a
that it is the number between 74 and 76.
It's the passing grade on the CPA exam
responsibility to society to do things that
will make a difference." He's here to put
and no SWAG ("stupid wild ass guess") is
going to get you that grade.
his Jesuit identity into action and hopes
Students get a lifeline if they don't
his students learn from his example and
know the difference between trade
exceed him. "I'd be remised if I didn't do
such things myself." There's no doubt that
discounts and cash discounts (It's the
$125,000 question). And he won't hesitate
Dr. Peck only talks the talk in his classroom. He walks the bigger talk out into
to use basketball referee signals to coach
his class through the Gross Method. You
society and sets the bar high.

'I've attended
weddings, I've been at
baptisms, I've been at
funerals."

Febreze
Price: $5
Find it at: CVS

AG.P.S.
Price: $200
Find it at: Target

Feeling Stressed?
Talk to a Counselor
No Appointment Needed

WALK-IN HOURS
EXAM PERIOD
Stop in
Monday through Friday 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
COUNSELING &t PSYCHOLOGICAL SER VICES
DOLAN Building (next to the Health Center)
or
Tuesday 10 a.m. - noon
CANISIUS8 - at our Satellite Office
For more information
call (203) 254-4000 ext. 2146
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Fair field Ink
PHOTOGRAPHY BY PETER CATY
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

1. Michael Cicirelli
My tattoo has a number of meanings. The part of the chest plate is
a rendition of the four elemental
goddesses. As the legend goes, each
face sits in the center of the universe positioned in one of the four
directions. They each breath out a
distinct elemental energy and when
those energies combine, the light of
creation is released, unleashing all
knowledge of the forms and divine
cycles of the universe.
There are only three faces
on my chest and my face makes
the fourth. The symbolism is very
straight forward. Divinity emerges
from mortality. It is a physical representation of the fact that perfection grows from an imperfect realm.
It is a constant reminder to keep
moving towards the forms, to keep
realizing, to always seek knowledge,
and to find beauty in the smallest
grain of sand. It shows that divinity
is in the dullest of objects, and everything, no matter how small carries some hint of the great light. It is
a symbol of power and of protection.
2. Andrew Robinson
"Fluctuat nee mergitur" means
"Rocked by the waves but does not
sink" I got it when I was 16 when I
qualified for nationals for swimming
for the first time.
I took Latin in high school so
that's where I learned the phrase.
The French navy keeps that phrase
on their seal and since I'm French
that was another reason why that
was important to me. My mom was
pissed when she found out. You can
get a tat in New Jersey when you're
sixteen with your parent's consent,
however my friend's father gave me
this tattoo in his downstairs parlor.
3. Devon Porrino
My mom has always talked
about a dove as a symbol of hope,
something I think we should always try to have. The flower in the
dove's mouth is my birth flower, a
lily of the valley.
4. Chris Morris
It's an Apache spirit eagle, I'm
25% Apache and take great pride in
my heritage

5. Nils Ole Refvik
I had been in the states for two
years and thought I'd never return to
my home country of Norway. The tattoo is the Coat of Arms of Norway, with
the initials NOR under which stands
for Norway AKA "Norge" and also my
name Nils Ole Refvik. I'm a patriot but
I'll probably stay many more years in
the states working in the film industry. I've been here for four years and
every once in a while I look down to be
reminded of where I come from.
6. Lawrence Rispoli
I got my tattoo when I was 18.1
designed it myself and it holds a lot of
meaning to me. The "Crooked Dagger
Blade" represents the crooked roads of
life and I feel how you deal with them

defines who you are. The "Maroon
and Blue Handle" represents my
high school colors, Xavier in Manhattan, and everything I took from that
experience The "Red Rose" represents
family. I have two immediate family
members that have rose tattoos, both
of those are insignificant of each other.
The "Skull" at the top was just something that was cool that I liked The "No

Shame" on the hilt of the dagger,
represents my high school drill team's
team motto, which I was a co-captain
of, and also how I try to live my life,
without shame. I feel as long as you
do your best, whether you win, lose or
draw you should have no regrets, no
remorse and no shame, whether it is a
sports competition or life in general.

Music Review:
Underwater Country Club
BY SEAN SAVAGE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

With their unique take on alternative
rock, Underwater Country Club presents
themselves as a formidable group with inventive style in their recent album. Fairfield junior
Andrew Robinson, who is the band's lead
singer and guitarist, also writes the music and
lyrics for the band. As the band's leader, he creates a sound that is relaxing while at the same
time mentally stimulating with their lyrics.
The song "Pastels Wagers" presents the
singer's experience of going to church on Easter Sunday and being sarcastically intrigued by
his Jesus' "cute little stories." This subtle humor
in their lyrics syncs up with their melodies and
compositions to manifest a sense of longing
within their work. From listening to the music,
you feel as though the band is trying to find an
expressionistic voice to advocate their sentiments, and they do so with stunning clarity.
What gives the album a sense of diversity
is the way in which the songs introduce themselves with a piano riff, a short guitar intro or
just a steady silence that grows to a fulfilling

auditory expression. Songs like "Scene The
Dark" and "Devil's Swing Set" exhibit a musical
experimentation that is poised with poignant
lyrics and inventive titles. In this, the songs
interconnect with a sense of individuality yet
maintain the simulacra of a flowing melody.
Robinson has statedTfTat among his favorite bands are Arcade Fire and Modest Mouse,
and from listening to the album, one can get a
sense of this influence. Underwater Country
Club possess both the rhythm of a guitar based
alternative rock band, while maintaining a
sense of electronic staccato. Amidst this well
crafted sound are the lyrics that hold a great
pertinence to the intrigued listener.
Like Arcade Fire, Robinson and the other
members of Underwater Country Club seem
to center their songs around one character's experience within the influences of an
environment that he or she feels trapped in or
incapable of fully connecting with. From this,
we find a musical expression that presents
the simplicity of human emotions while at the
same time advocating their complexity and
multidimensionality.
The music business also happens to be
the family business for Underwater Country

Andrew Robinson singing for his band Underwater Country Club

Club as well. "I play with my brother primarily
who is a percussionist," Robinson stated. He
also commented on the fact that they play with
musicians from different schools including
Fairfield but advocated this family connection
saying, "My brother and I are the core components." Coming from the musical well-spring of
Asbury Park, New Jersey, this brother dynamic
proves that their musical synthesis is One that
intrigues as well as entertains. They present

an artistic expression that goes beyond the
superficial nature of most music without being
too full of itself. Because of this Underwater
Country Club is perfect to listen to while doing
work or simply hanging out to enjoying the
passing hours. To enjoy this music, you can
find it streaming online or contact Andrew
Robinson.

Arts & Entertainment
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Restaurant Review: Ponte Vecchio
BY MABEL DEL CASTILLO
ASST. OPINION EDITOR

Whether you want to take that special
someone on an exclusive date, your parents
want to take you out to dinner for your birthday, or you simply want to catch up with an
old friend, Ponte Vecchio, seems to satisfy
all. It is located along the Brick Walk, at 1275
Post Road.
Ponte Vecchio is an elegant yet casual
Italian restaurant where you can wear your
favorite pair of heels or throw on your trusty
jeans and a sweater. The place is nicely
decorated and appears to be clean. The
atmosphere gives off an appealing vibe,
tranquil with soothing music playing and
accompanied by dim lights.
Upon arriving at this serene location
you are either greeted immediately or linger
around until a server arrives, depending
on how busy the restaurant is that night.
Regardless, the staff is very accommodating
and it seems as though their main priority
is making their customers have a positive
experience.
While you are looking through the delicious menu consisting of an array of tapas,
fresh salads, mouth-watering pastas and appetizing fish and chicken dishes, the waitress
comes over and fills your glass with water.
Shortly after placing your order and waiting
impatiently, a server comes over with a
basket full of soft, warm, fresh-baked bread;
you can either dip it in the olive oil available
on the table or request some butter.
I strongly suggest getting an appetizer
or two to share because seeing those hearty
plates come out and smelling the potent
aromas traveling the air makes your anxiety
skyrocket. The tapas are absolutely amazing.

I would strongly recommend the Calamari
Fritti, which is fried calamari, cherry peppers and zucchini. I would also recommend
the Rollatini di Melanzane, which is rolled
eggplant stuffed with ricotta. These appetizers are affordable, ranging from $7 to $9.
Whether you are in the mood for
pasta, chicken or fish, your expectations are
definitely met. Both the chicken and fish
are served with a side salad or pasta. One
of the most popular pasta dishes seems to
be Spaghetti all' Aragosta, which consists
of Lobster and shrimp in a pink vodka
sauce. My favorite, however, is the Pasta
alia Michela, which consists of shrimp, sun
dried tomatoes, white wine, arugula, and is
finished with mascarpone cheese.
If you want to play it safe with chicken,
most people tend to get the Polio Marsala,
which is chicken breast and mushrooms in
a marsala wine sauce. However, be aware
that the sauce they make is on thicker side,
almost resembling the consistency of gravy.
I would actually recommend the Chicken
Francese over the Polio Marsala. This dish
consists of egg battered chicken sauteed in a
lemon and white wine sauce.
A popular fish dish seems to be the
Pesce Sciliano, which is Tilapia with roasted
tomatoes, garlic, kalamata olives and artichokes in white wine.
If you are very hungry, I encourage you
not to order the Pesce del Giorno from the
appetizer section, which is the fish of the
day over fresh seasonal vegetables. When
I ordered it, the fish of the day was Chilean
sea bass and it was impeccable except for
the fact that it was so small I finished it in
two bites.
The presentations for these entrees are
as alluring as they are tasteful. The prices
range from $16 to $24. Therefore, if you are

Peter Caty/ The Mirror
Ponte Vecchio is located along the Brick Walk at 1275 Post Road

on a tight budget I recommend drinking water the entire time or going for lunch, which
is only served Monday through Friday from
11 a.m. to 3 p.m. If Mom or Dad is paying,
don't be shy to order the whole left side of
the menu because that is one thing you will
not regret.
After every good meal comes good
dessert and one I would strongly recommend everyone try is the Tiramisu. It is
absolutely decadent and certainly satisfies
every dessert craving. It not only brought out
within minutes after ordering it, but the size
is reasonable to share with one other person.

Rebecca DelMonte, manager of Ponte
Vecchio says, "Our goal is for our customers
to have a pleasant dining experience and
enjoy the food while being comfortable and
casual." I must say that this beautiful restaurant consistently accomplishes its goal without a doubt, from the food to the service.
So the next time you are looking to
indulge in scrumptious Italian food, take a
shuttle into town and get dropped off within
feet of the Brick Walk, or pick up your hot
date and impress her with food that will
sweep her right off her feet.

MOE'S FAIRFIELD
2267 BLACK ROCK TPK.
(203)073-0776
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COFFEE BREAK
His iPhone / Her BlackBerry

Send your thoughts to
info@fairfieldmirror.com.

fairfieldmirror.com.
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Editor Dan Leitao »info@fairfieldmirror.com

WE'RE NOT TRYING TO CONFUSE YOU, WE'RE TRYING TO ENTERTAIN YOU.
His

IPHONE/HER BLACKBERRY IS A COLUMN OF TWO DIFFERENT VOICES. WE BELIEVE

THE PERSONALITY OF THE IPHONE USER DIFFERS FROM THE PERSONALITY OF THE
BLACKBERRY USER AND A COLUMN BETWEEN THE TWO IS JUST PLAIN FUN. ENJOY

Dan Leitao

Alexandria Hein

FINALS. Need We Say More.

F*** I Never Actually Learned S***.
Between the week of hell at the end
of the semester when every teacher
decides to have at least 15 percent of
your grade up for grabs, and the actual
week of finals and reading days, I just
want the semester to end.
As people begin to make up the
journals they were supposed to do all
semester long and to read books that
they were supposed to have read the
first week of the semester, it becomes
evident that so many of us don't really
do the work through the semester.
Not to mention the amount of people
playing Snake on Facebook instead of
doing all of this.
My favorite moment is when you
start reading a book two days before
the test and you realize it is actually an
interesting read, but you don't have
time to appreciate it because you have
to read the three other books that you
never read.
I also enjoy the search for the
person in class who takes good notes.
They are the most important person
to befriend during hell week for all the
times that you have sat in class and
decided to just clock out.
Personally, I am a fan of the Eric
Matthews Fool Proof Study Plan.
(Don't know it? YouTube It.) It is all
about the movie/TV study breaks.

Speaking of, thank God for Netflix and
Hulu.
Now I'm more of a nerd than
Alex so I have my Flashcards on my
iPhone which is great for pretending to
convince myself that I will be studying
everywhere.
So for those of you who have no
idea what I meant about hunting down
the best note taker or reading books
for the first time before the final, I
say congratulations to you. You are
a responsible student, but you won't
know the pure joys of competing
with friends on Snake for the highest
score. I just can't be happy sitting at
only 470 points when Blackberry Girl
has bested me by 100 points. I would
write more but I have three papers due
and The Mirror's Snake High Score to
reclaim.
PS. For any of my current teachers
reading this, I am just writing about
what my friends do. I have no personal
experience in such poor study habits
and all of your work was completed
a week before its due date on the syllabus.
Editor's Note: By the time this issue was printed Dan had successfully
beat Alex's Snake score and continues
to hold The Mirror staff's high score.
Sent From My iPhone

Finals. Seriously I'd rather have the
Swine Flu again than deal with this stupid
week. Being an English major means that
I am usually stuck writing 10-15 page
papers on why the sky was blue in a particular novel, and gray in the next. Now
that I have decided to pick up a minor
in Political Science, let's throw in a few
tests as well, but don't forget the six-page
reflection on my internship this semester.
What is the point of stressing out a
student to the point of no end? Will this
ever again happen in the real world? Will
I have an 8 a.m. exam followed by a 1:30
p.m. exam on totally different material
in the same day? No. Definitely not. So
thank you CORE for preparing me for the
real world.
Finals and I have no real underlying issues, I take it, I understand it, and
I walk away shaking my head over how
many useless hours I poured into reading the same books over and over again
to see if I missed any details. Like what
color the parakeet was and why. Professors who hand out review sheets, in my
opinion, are the only real ones here that
are preparing you for the real world.
Medical field? You'll get a chart that gives
you information on your patient. Business world? When have you ever been
assigned something that didn't include a
fact sheet? Reporter? You know the story
going in. Athlete? You can watch film be-

fore taking the field. So when the professor scoffs at the brave student who raises
her hand and asks if there will be a review
sheet, I'd like to scoff right back at him
and criticize him for not being practical.
Any professor who tells you that he
is not making the final difficult to punish
you, is lying. If it's an absurd multiplechoice format, he gets to put it in the
scantron machine and be done with it.
If it's a ridiculous philosophical short
answer test, he can tell in the first three
sentences if you are bs-ing your way
through it or not.
My advice on how to beat them at
their own game? Meet them in office
hours with specific questions. Bombard
their emails with detail-oriented questions. And make your own review sheet
and send it to them. If they say yes, you
are on the right track, but the final is
nothing near close to it. Print the review
sheet out, with the corresponding emails
and present it to the jerk. You should at
least get points for trying.
P.S. iPhone dweeb, did you read that
crap about me wanting an iPhone on your
Mac Rumor Forum? I would never drop
Verizon for that embarrassment that you
call service, or my BlackBerry for that
mind trap you call genius. Keep Dreamin'
boy. See you in 2011 when the iPhone
comes to Verizon and I still don't buy it.
Sent from My Verizon Wireless BlackBerry

IF IT'S NOT GARDEN CATERING, IT'S JUST NOT SPECIAL!

IN NEED OF A FINALS BREAK?
AS A THANK YOU TO THE FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY,
GARDEN CATERING WILL OFFER:

FREE COFFEE, HOT CHOCOLATE, OR
TEA
DURING FINALS WEEK!
AVAILABLE FROM THURSDAY, DECEMBER 10TH THROUGH SATURDAY, DECEMBER 18TH
OPEN DAILY!
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY: 8AM TO 8:3€>PM
SUNDAY: 9AM TO 7PM

NOW A('(KPTIN(i YOnt *"*TACi<"Al*I>I

OPEN DAILY - BREAKFAST - LUNCH - DINNER
PI ION K:

2074 BLACK
203.870.8444

ROCK TI RM'IKK (NEXT TO MOHIL ON-THK-KIW)
FAX: 203.870.8441
\vw\v.(iAKi)Kx(1ATERi.\(;.Ni«:T
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Dear T)ee,

Ijust heardfrom my parents that they are having a trial separation. I think I am still in shock,
but it feels like my world is breaking apart. I am an only child so I don't have any siblings that
I can turn to and vent with. Obviously I can't call my parents either since they are the cause of
my stress. My parents say they are both ok and that they will remain friends while they figure
things out. I guess they think that will make me feel better, but truthfully, right now I really
don't care. My friends here are trying hard to understand but I still feel so alone. Am I being
overdramatic or sensitive? More than anything else I am now dreading going home for the
holidays. Ijust needed to know someone was listening..
Thank you,
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SencCyOUR
questions to
deardee
@fairfie Cdmirror.
com

Lost the Spirit

T>ear Lost the Spirit,
I first want to tell you that I am so sorry. Anytime
we have to deal with emotions around family matters
it creates a void and it feels that no one else can really
understand. However, it does not mean that we are
alone. Although your friends may not understand
everything you are dealing with, they are a great
form of support. As you said, it is important to
have someone to listen. Since you don't have
any siblings, maybe a close aunt or uncle
can help you put things in perspective if you
feel comfortable enough to talk to them.
Otherwise, a friend from home might also be
a good person to reach out to since they most
likely know your parents and can add some
personal insights.
The most important thing for you to
remember is that you will be ok too with
time. Your parents obviously love you since
they called you together and tried to assure
you that things will be ok. I am sure this
was not an easy decision for them and
they most likely want to spare you as
much pain as possible. The fact that
they said they are going to try and work

things out is positive. Marriage is a lot of work and requires
both partners to put effort to make it work and to put their
partner ahead of themselves many times. Your parents
are taking time to clear the air and hopefully figure out
how to get things back on track. What you need to do is
to take care of yourself and know that this has nothing
to do with you. Spend your time home over the holidays
visiting with family and friends and remembering the
good. If you want to talk to your parents about what
is-going on, then tell them that. You are important
to them and I am sure they will be glad to help you
understand. In fact, you might be the catalyst
that will make them remember why they fell in
love.
No matter what, rejoice in you...and Happy
Holidays!!!

-Dee
Disclaimer: This column is for entertainment only. The author
is a student, not a licensed therapist, and this column is not intended
to take the place of professional advice. The views expressed are the
author's and are not necessarily shared by The Mirror or its staff.

BEST OF THE MIRROR 2005
You know you're from Fairfield when . ... .
■
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Stag Commemorative
Plates

Stag Mugs
•up
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Stag Sweaters "
Stag Blankets

..your idea of Christmas shopping is swapping books for sweatshirts.

Coffee Break
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Cheers & Boos %
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Send in your o |n Cheers & Boos

Don't Want To Read The
Mirror's Inside Jokes??

Send in Cheers and « os by Tuesday at 5 p.m!

Send In Your Own.

cheersandboos@ airfieldmirror.com
boxAA

To 55+ bottles contributed and consumed at the
To the study abroad office for being the most disannual senior Christmas party at the Beach...to
organized office known to mankind...to the KoMM for driving into a ditch...to Fairfield finally
stka water for being freezing cold for the last two
having an acapella group!...to the Women's Rug- days... to my friend for not being able to throw up
by for an undefeated season...to 8 Loko nights.,
the goldfish he swallowed whole...to KS for never
to Hardline Pro...to Nuketown...to Roto...to MS
showing up to the office anymore...to being patted
and his coriander, allspice, and paprika...to the
down by another student at the Townhouses who
Bensonians for being Fairfield's first real acapella thought I was a gang member...to someone poopgroup...to Fox for getting kicked out of the Grape... ing on our staircase...to the lack of late night dinfor snow!...to getting alcohol underage...to win
ing options...to FUSA...to the $5 cover at Flipside...
ning the case race...for Christmas...to KS for mak to the cold...to finals...to the health center...to Joe
ing Boos hence keep her streak alive in the Cheers Defeo...to Fairfield for charging a kid $500 in write
& Boos section...to somehow getting a ride to
up fees...to Fairfield for only having one men's
Stamford and sleeping in haunted house...to the alumni hall game...to Fairfield for being Fairfield
kid who paid over $500 in write up fees...to the
that nobdoy likes...to the fact that the library isn't
best Christmas party the Beach has ever seen...
24 hours duing hell week...to the fact that face
to Basketball for winning the Alumni Hall game... paint doesn't come off as easily as one hopes...to
to Facebook games for distractions., to not havworking on the paper till 3:00am....Wait 4:00am...
ing another issue of The Mirror this semester...to
to Snake for costing me a 1/4 letter grade on a pamaybe going out next Tuesday night...to a DJ at th 3 per for being late...to not being able to play Snake
Grape on Fridays...to getting to go home soon...t I right now...to SH for only scoring 10 points...to
no more classes...to never having to take Dr. Long
again...
The Editor reserves the right to not print any Cheers or Boos submitted, and remember this is just for fun.

College Crossword
O 62007 Joshua O'Connell. All Sights Reserved. http://www.in-pHrsuit.coai

Thanks, Mom!
AUKVSQ

1.chooses
5. Wonderwall group
10. place to buy a sub
14. musical club
15. Roxette member nationality
16. used for branding in some parts
17. stare evilly
18. adjust
19. uientv
20. "Enjoy your greens!"
93 nlnns
24. leaves out
27. cooking flavor option
28."GetsomeresH"
32. tennis match unit
34. leader title, especially in Turkey
35. start fresh
36. poetic over
42. one hundredth of one yen
43. Hawaiian party
45. add to
46. enclosed space
48. "It does your body good!*
51.shades
54. probe that offers environmental
informaton
55. head maintenance
58. "Drive safely!"
62. Bambi and her ilk
64. pig sounds
65. money in Western Samoa
66. Pulled along the ground
67. hit song from the'60s, perhaps
68. level
69. type of plant with an edible root
70. surface concavity
71. makes a mistake
DOWN
1. stares
2. weave into a braid
3. grow in incisors

by Joshua O'Connell
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PUZZL E#1-EASY
25

46

49
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54

55
68

66
69

36

45
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59

1

61

1

52

56

53
57

61

,
67
70

i. tennis game starters
5. Missouri river
6. devoid of any mystery or reverence
7. paving stone once used for roads
8.suggestion
9. member of a Slavic people
10. troublesome issue
11. beach problems
12. parcel of land
13. not outs
21. insert, like on a Web page
22. cut off
25. leafy object
26. stitched together
29. lap at the front of a coat
30. feeling of pride
31. consumes food
33. be abuzz

47

36.
37.
38.
40.
41.
44.
47.
49.
50.
52.
53.
56.
57.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.

1

1

65
68

"

retired :arb and, for short
Italian < arrer icy, today
outfit for a storm
winter activity, or the item used
for such an activity
term of respect in India, once
live through, like a surgery
surgical instrument
Type of parrot
popular pants
tasty dessert
army supplier
on a boat, for instance
Russian leaders, once
house covering
missile storage space
ceases
banned
important time

2 8

PUZZLE #2-MEDIUM
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PUZZLE #4-BRAIN FREEZE
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THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
THE WEEK THAT WAS IN FAIRFIELD ATHLETICS
BY TYLER WOSLEGER
STAFF WRITER

INTRODUCING...

STAG SPORTS ROUND-UP
Men's Basketball went 2-0 this week, including a win in their first
MAAC game of the season. The Stags began the week by defeating Savannah State 41-39. Derek Needham'13 led the way with 15 points. On Sunday, the Stags knocked off Loyola (MD) 65-55. Ryan Olander '12 had 14
points and 13 rebounds. Yesterday, in their first game at Alumni Hall, the
Stags took down Howard 72-52. Yorel Hawkins had 16 points and Derek
Needham added 13 assists.

Ryan Olander
Men's Basketball
« The Bio: The junior, a Marketing major,
was named a captain prior to this season. He
is the only Stags player from Connecticut, hailing from Mansfield, Mass. Olander's brother,
Tyler, is a member of the men's basketball team at UConn.

Men's and Women's Diving competed-at the Cardinal Invitational at
Wesleyan University over the weekend. In their last competition of the semester, Brett Carisio '11 was the runner-up in the men's one-meter event.

«lhe Props: After an outstanding high school career, Olander
has contributed for Coach Cooley since his freshman year. He
appeared in every Stag's game as a freshman and scored a season
high of 11 points at Canisius. As a sophomore, Olander notched
his first career double-double in one of the biggest games of the
season against Siena. As a junior, Olander has stepped into a starting role and in Fairfield's first MAAC game, he had 14 points and 13
rebounds in a win over Loyola (MD).

Men's Swimming placed second over the weekend at the Harold Anderson Invitational. Brian Friedlander '12 continued his successful season by •
winning three individual events. Jonathan O'Connor '11 was the runner up in
the 500 yard freestyle and Paul Bimmler '13 was the runner-up in two events.

«Ihe Outlook: Olander and the Stags head to Albany on Friday
in their first matchup with Siena this season. Graduation hit Siena
hard and the Stags will look to grab a road win before traveling to
Holy Cross on Sunday.

Women's Basketball had a difficult week, falling to Villanova and
Hofstra. In a 30-29 loss to Villanova, Taryn Johnson '13 had 11 points and 14
rebounds. On Sunday, Fairfield fell to Hofstra 89-73 and were led by Joelle
Nawrocki '11 (13 points).

Women's Swimming finished 5th at the Harold Anderson Invitational.
Michelle Yoshida '12 won two individual events and was the runner up in
another. Cacky Keating '13 was the runner-up in the 100 yard butterfly and
Suzy Lawlor '14 was the runner-up in the 100 yard breaststroke.

WHAT TO WATCH FOR
Be sure to follow the men's basketball team this Friday as they head to Albany
to take on defending MAAC champions' the Siena Saints.
The game will be available on the radio and online.

Sports Event sThisWeek
WEDNESDAY,
DECEMBER 8

THURSDAY,
DECEMBER

9

Women's Basketball at Columbia
7 p.m.

FRIDAY,
DECEMBER

10

SATURDAY,
DECEMBER

11

Men's Basketball
at Siena 7 p.m.

SUNDAY,
DECEMBER

12

MONDAY,
DECEMBER

13

TUESDAY,
DECEMBER^

Men's Basketball
at Holy Cross
4 p.m.

Your 2010-2011 3x5 Columnists:
Tom Fitzpatrick, Tommy Polise
and Jack Meagher.
Christmas Edition:
Three Wise Men

All I want for Christmas
is.-

I am secretly a fan of.,

If I could take any
female varsity athlete
out to a steak dinner it
would be...

Favorite Church
Christmas hymn.,

The best Christmas
present I have ever
received...

Being the little
spoon.

Alex Lopez of the
Varsity Volleyball
team, she is so

Happy Holidays by
N'Sync

Nintendo 54!!!

dreamy.

Our very own...
Kristen Golen, Women's
Cross Country.

Hark the Herald Angels
Sing.

Our Lord and Savior Jesus
Christ.
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Stags Struggle After Successful Start
Women's Basketball loses to Hofstra and Nova as they drop to 4-3
BY IVEY SPEIGHT
STAFF WRITER

It was the best of times. It was the worst of times. It
was a tale of two games for the Fairfield women's basketball
team.
Over the weekend they enjoyed their best and worst
offensive and defensive displays of the season, but they did
not win a game dropping their record to 4-3 thus far in this
season.
In fact, on Thursday against Villanova they struggled
to the worst scoring display in the 30 year history of the
program.
Out of the 1003 career games, no Fairfield team, has
ever tallied as litde as 29 points.
They also set the lowest mark for points in a half while
only recording 9 in the first half.
"It was a frustrating game," Coach Joe Frager said. The
fourth year head coach was disappointed in the amount of
lay-ups they missed in the game.
Frager continued, "If we make just one of those, you're
looking at a 31-30 win."
Only four out of the nine Stag players scored in the
contest with junior forward Taryn Johnson leading the way

Game Highlights vs. Hofstra
The Ups:
Joelle Nawrocki -13 points
Taryn Johnson - 11 points
Desiree Pina - 10 points
Katelyn Linney - 10 points
Brittany Obi-Tabot - career high 5 points
The Downs:
Season high 25 turnovers

with 11 points.
The Stags remain winless against the Wildcats in their
history, falling to 0-11. However the Pavilion at Villanova
University wasn't a 'bleak house' entirely for the Stags.
"We were tremendously defensively," Frager said. Fairfield held Villanova to only 30 points in the game, the lowest
they have held an opponent since they held Lafayette to 29
points last year.
"When you hold a Big East team to 30 points that's impressive," Frager said. The Stags also did not allow a single
point in the final five minutes of the contest.
The women's basketball team traveled to Hofstra on
Sunday to complete their weekend set of games.
Although the boxscore would be the exact opposite, the
result would stay the same: a loss.
Playing against a team that had the "best press we've
seen all season" and a system that is similar to the one that
Kentucky runs according to Joe Frager, the Stags defense
struggled allowing a season high 89 points.
That was the most points allowed in a game since 2005
when Fairfield allowed 110 points against then the number
one team in the nation: the Duke Blue Devils.
Statistically it was the worst defensive performance in
Frager's four year reign. "They are two completely different
types of teams," Frager said.
However, the Sunday game was not all 'hard times' for
the Stags. After only reaching 29 points in the Villanova
game they accumulated 73 points to help the teams 'pride.'
The best mark in regulation since November of 2008
when the Stags defeated Wagner 81-59.
Frager said it was good to see the team put the ball in
the basket but he is hoping for a "few more role players to
step up."
. He believes that if they can find other people to make
baskets then it would make it easier for players such as Desiree Pina and Katelyn Linney to score.
Pina, the team's leading scorer has struggled in the
opening stages of the season.
The junior amassed 12.1 points per game last season

but is only averaging half of that total this year with 6.1
points per game including going 1-20 from behind the arc.
"I'm concerned. I'm definitely concerned," Frager said.
The preseason All-MAAC team selection is also shooting just
19 percent from the floor.
Frager does believe that she can find her way out of this
slump, "she's a battler," he said.
After a scorching start to the season, sophomore Katelyn Linney has also cooled off.
She was once shooting over 50 percent from behind the
arc but is only 2-12 from downtown in her last three games.
"[They are] guarding Katelyn tougher and tougher,"
Frager said.
The squad finds themselves at 4-3 in the last few games
before the end of the semester break.
"If you had asked me in the preseason the way we were
playing if I would have taken 4-31 probably would have said
"Yes"' Frager said.
Although he said there is no reason the squad should
not be 5-2. He says the purpose of out-of-conference games
are to " [try] and get better."
He continues to look for the other players to step up
for the team so that as a whole they can fulfill their 'great
expectations.'

Game Highlights vs. Villanova
The Ups:
Katelyn Linney- hits the Stags only 3-pointer
Taryn Johnson- second consecutive doubledouble (11 points, 14 rebounds)
The Downs:
Stags remain winless against Wildcats dropping to 0-11

Fairfield
UNIVERSITY

Career Corner

While you are Home for the Holidays.. .and catching up with
friends and family members here are a few suggestions to help you make
the most of your time away from Fairfield:
Resume:
♦ Update your resume to include internships, class projects or activities
you have been involved with during the fall semester.
♦ If you haven't written your resume do so.
Enhance your connections:
♦ Ask your parents, family members and lrtends who they know in the
career area you are interested, then ask them for guidance with
regards to internships or your Job search. There is nothing wrong in
asking...it's by not asking you could lose a potential opportunity.
You may be surprised how happy they are to help!
♦ Fairfield Alumni Network (FAN)...Have you registered-with the Online
Community??? Increase your network and explore career options by
connecting with alumni. Select Alumni from the left sidebar on the
Fairfield University website and register with the Online Community.
To search for your record, do not include your class year, AH
sophomores, juniors, seniors and graduate students have
access to (FAN) after registering.
View Experience (eRecruiting):
♦ Monitor employers registering to recruit on campus.
♦ Check the Career Fair registration list on Experience and begin
researching organizations of interest. The Spring Career Fair is
scheduled for Thursday, February 10,2011 from 11:00a.m.-3:00p.m.
Online Job Board:
♦ Visit our own Job Posting Board at www.fairfteld.edu/careers for
non-credit internships and fulltime opportunities. This will enhance
your target list of potential employers who are hiring as well as see
the employment opportunities available.
Best wishes for a very Happy and Healthy Holiday Season!
The Career Planning Center Staff
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Fairfield Swimming
and Diving Team,
Already Making Waves

Brian Friedlander/Contributed Photo
Brian Friedlander '12 cheers on his fellow Stags on Fairfield's Swimming and Diving Team.
BY KRISTEN GOLEN AND TYLER WOSLEGER
SPORTS EDITOR AND STAFF WRITER

Rental textbooks are
due back by:

December 18
Fairfield University Bookstore
Barone Campus Center

40,000 meters a week. Two-a-days
four times a week. Strength Training.
The Men's and Women's Swimming
and Diving teams go through extensive
conditioning to prepare themselves for the
upcoming season. So far, it looks like it is
paying off.
After a semester of events, the Men's
and Women's Swimming & Diving teams
have exceeded expectations and will look
to build on their success in the spring.
Both teams are 3-3 in dual meets and
have been successful in multiple team
meets.
On the men's side, Brian Friedlander
'12 has been a consistent performer at all
events.
He has won multiple individual events,
including winning the 200 yard breaststroke
in six of the team's eight meets this season.
Friedlander was named MAAC Men's
Swimmer of the Week on Nov. 23, following
a meet at Bryant.
Despite winning three events, Fried- '
lander was surprised to win the award.
"It was a pleasant surprise, I really
wasn't expecting it with all the talented
swimmers in the MAAC," he said.
On the women's side, there has been a
variety of contributors, including freshman
Moe Osmulski.
She recently set a program record in
the 200 yard individual medley, finishing
third overall.
In a recent loss to Bryant, Osmulski
joined Michelle Yoshida '12 arid Cacky
Keating '13 in winning two individual
events each.
Having contributors from different
grades has helped the Stags get off to a
solid start.
Winning a swim meet as a team
requires contributions from a variety of
swimmers in different events.

Osmulski was named MAAC Women's
Swimmer of the Week for her efforts in a
win over Manhattan on Nov. 13. When
asked about this accomplishment, Osmulski said, "I didn't even know I was MAAC
Swimmer of the Week until diving coach
Dan Vener congratulated me.
It was a big achievement and definitely
something to aim for again."
As a freshman, Osmulski has made a
big impact for the Stags. So far, she's enjoying every moment of her career.
"I love swimming for a division 1
team. I've always been competitive and
I enjoy putting my competitiveness into
action. Swimming for a Division I team
definitely lets me express my competitive
nature," she said.
Part of the reason the Stags are able to
get contributions from a variety of swimmers is due to strong recruiting.
Much of this recruiting is done by
head coach Bill Farley, who was once a
decorated swimmer himself.
Farley swam for the University of
Michigan, where he was a 10 time AilAmerican.
He also competed for the 1964 U.S.
Olympic team in Japan.
Prior to coming to Fairfield, Farley
was the head coach at Princeton and the
University of Michigan.
As the Stags head into break, Osmulski has her sights set on a particular meet
in the spring semester.
"I look forward to competing in
my first college championship meet in
February."
The Stags will travel to Honolulu, Hawaii over winter break for an intensive eight
day training trip.
After their training trip in Hawaii they
will begin competition again with their senior meet against the New Jersey Institute
of Technology on January 22.

The Hottest Tanning Salon...
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FREE Tan
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Unlimited Tanning for 31 days
Professional Teeth Whitening
UV-Free Mystic Spray Tan
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Stags Power Through Howard 72-52
Men Riding High With Victories Against Howard and Loyola
nior swingman Yorel Hawkins and sophomore guard Colin
Nickerson.
A respectable student section cheered on every move
The Fairfield Men's basketball team survived a furious
by their heroes. Some of the most die-hard Stag enthusiasts
second-half rally with conference foe Loyola Sunday at Harbor sported painted faces — one even showed up in a full "red
Yard by a 65-55 score.
man" suit.
The Stags opened up their 2010-2011 MAAC campaign
Fairfield controlled the tempo throughout the first half
with a home win, but it was far from smooth sailing.
which ended with the Stags taking a 36-24 advantage into
Coming out like a house on fire, Fairfield put arguably its * the intermission.
best 20 minutes of basketball together in the opening frame.
Unlike Sunday, there would be no let down or furious
The defensive intensity was off the charts, the offense
come back for the visitorsin the second half.
smooth and balanced, and head coach Ed Cooley seemed
Hawkins came out showing a deft touch from mid-range
very content with his squad. The Stags led 35-16.
and the charity stripe alike.
However, Loyola head coach Jimmy Patsos did someIt was a breakout game for the senior swingman in
thing during that intermission to fire up his troops. Loyola
which he posted 16 points and 5 rebounds. Yorel attacked
came out with a full court press and some deft three point
the glass on both ends and showed tenacity on the defenshooting to reestablish the contest.
sive end.
The 19 point halftime advantage gradually dwindled.
Maurice Barrow '14 also produced a noteworthy perforThe small band of Loyola supporters became louder and
mance as he compiled 10 points, nine rebounds, three assists,
louder as the Greyhounds stormed back.
and three steals.
At one point, Loyola cut the Stags lead to 47-46. HowGreg Nero showed flashes of his old self with six points
ever, that was as close as they would come to capturing the
and a block in the opening half. Needham had seven points
lead on this day.
and 13 assists while Nickerson chipped in with 11 points on a
Ryan Olander '12, who recorded a monster doublevariety of strong drives to the basket throughout.
double with 14 points and 14 rebounds, took control in the
The victory gives the Stags some momentum as
paint and from the foul line to push the Stags lead back up to
they head into arguably the toughest part of their
double digits.
schedule this season.
Olander and Derek Needham '13 led the Stags' effort
One of the biggest games of the year beckons this
with 14 points apiece while Yorel Hawkins '11 had a very
Friday as the Stags travel to Albany to take on the three-time
strong game with 13 points of his own.
defending MAAC champion, the Siena Saints.
While the Stags showed some great glimpses of their
This is a chance to make an early statement that can
potential, the key will be finding the ability to produce consis- resonate throughout the conference.
tent performances to replicate the first half effort.
Siena is off to a rocky start, sporting a 2-5 record at press
Nevertheless, a win on your home court to start confertime but will be sure to defend their home court strongly in a
ence play is nothing to frown upon, and hopefully the first of
rematch of last year's MAAC Championship game. Preseason
many this season.
MAAC player of the year Ryan Rossitter is off to a particularly
The Stags took on the Howard University Bison last night strong beginning of the season.
in front of a near sell-out at Alumni Hall. The game marked
After the Siena game, the Stags will travel to Worcester,
the only one on campus for which school will be in session
Mass to take on Holy Cross in what is an annual chippy game.
this year.
Former Stags point guard Jon Han left the matchup two
Fairfield controlled the tempo throughout the game and years ago with a bloodied face, and the game is sure to be
ended up with a comfortable 20-point win by a 72-52 tally.
played at a high level of intensity.
The Stags came out strong with early dunks from seLooking ahead, the Stags' most daunting trip of the year
BY TOM FITZPATRICK
SPORTS COLUMNIST
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will undoubtedly be the December 28 trip to Gainesville,
Florida to take on the University of Florida.
While the remainder of December brings many tough
challenges for the Fairfield Men's basketball team, the current
four game win streak should be a sign that the team is starting to come together after the rocky start.
The Stags' next tipoff against the Siena Saints this Friday
in Albany, NY at 7:30 p.m.
Player of the Week: Yorel Hawkins who looks to have
found his form of old as the Stags head into the meat of their
schedule.
Play of the week: Hawkins' thunderous two-hand flush
off an alley-oop from Derek Needham sent Alumni Hall into a
frenzy as the Stags took down Howard.
What to watch for: Some of the toughest games of the
season coming up: at Siena, at Holy Cross, home vs. Vermont,
and at University of Florida.

Peter Caty/The Mirror

Clockwise from top: Colin Nickerson '13 helped seal the victory against Howard with a three-pointer with six minutes
left in the game, Derek Needham '13 led the team against
Loyola with 14 points and Yorel Hawkins '11 gave the Stags
much needed back to back jumpers in the second half
against Loyola and scored 16 points against Howard.

P. 20 WOMEN'S BASKETBALL STRUGGLES WITH TWO LOSSES P. 21

